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t17.
-“THAT TIIY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. VI. WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1836.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER. in Yorkshire ittonishment this step created 
almost lost him his seat.”
“I may as well say of his book, that it was 
published because he found it impossible to give 
his political friends a just conception of his re­
al views of Christianity. They had some no­
tion that he was peculiarly religious, but no ex­
plicit information. The book was dictated. He 
first arranged well his plan, then thought much 
over each topic ; but when his ideas were in or­
der, and his mind warmed, he poured out the 
chapters like a rivers flow. It is one of the 
most eloquent books in the English language. 
The two first editions, of 2000 copies each, he 
gave away. The members of both Houses of 
Parliament first received presents. The effect 
was electric over the nation. The most preju­
diced and irreligious paused at the beauty of 
the style and the force of arguments. The in­
cidental topics discussed were much admired 
by judges of composition^ that upon the affec­
tions for example, and the thoughts on the evi­
dences—all admitted it deserved reading. It 
contributed very considerably to that revival of 
effective Christianity which the last forty years 
have witnessed, pp. 43-45.
“ In his domestic circle he had long been the 
charm of all who approached him. His lovely 
character attached them with a sort of devotion. 
His table was almost a public one, so long as he 
continued his residence at Kensington Gore (he 
had first resided in Palace Yard, and then, after 
his marriage, for many years at Clapham,) but 
after his removal to the neighborhood of Edg- 
ware and Heildon (twelve miles or so from 
London,) his circle was more select. His kind­
ness to his wife and children, the unbounded 
repose and affection of his family towards him, 
and the love which reigned throughout his 
house, were there to be seen to the greatest ad­
vantage.
“Upon his religious habits, the mind of the 
writer of these recollections delights to dwell. 
He was a Christian indeed. The elevated and 
consistent tone of spiritual piety which he main­
tained during the whole course of his hurried 
public life, was sustained by much private 
prayer, by a religious observation of the rest of 
the Sabbath, and by study of the Scriptures.— 
His remarks in his family devotions on the pas­
sages which he read, were generally attractive, 
new, striking, practical and iifharmony with the 
spirit of the sacred book. The writer has seen 
the Bible which he used in private—the mar­
gins were crowded with annotations, references, 
critical emendations, and marks, all in pencil, 
and evidently the work of reference, and love 
for the sacred book. I remember his exposi­
tions dwelt much on the topics of gratitude to 
God for redemption, of the debt of love we owe, 
of the happiness of religion, and the misery of 
a life of sin.
“ Next to his general consistency and love to 
the Scriptures, the humility of his character al­
ways appeared to the writer remarkable. No 
ostentation, no courting of applause, no selfish­
ness, no display—the modest, shrinking,simple, 
Christian statesman and friend, always appear­
ed in him. He was as little as possible elat­
ed by the love and esteem of the whole civiliz­
ed world almost, which, long before his death, 
had been fixed upon him. It required some 
management to draw him out in conversation; 
and the nearer you observed him, the more the 
habit of his mind appeared obviously to be mo­
dest and lowly. And, therefore, some of those 
who only saw him once, might go away disap­
pointed. But if he was lighted up, and in a 
small circle where he was entirely at his ease, 
his powers of conversation were prodigious, a 
natural eloquence was poured out, strokes of 
gentle playfulness and satire fell on all sides, 
and the company were soon absorbed into ad­
miration. It commonly took only one visit, to 
gain over the most prejudiced stranger.
“I hardly know whether it would be worth 
particularizing two occasions. He was on a vi­
sit to Brighton ; the king hearing of it,' sent for 
him one evening, without a moment’s notice, to 
attend at the Pavilion. Mr. Wilberforce was 
so much surprised, that he actually called in 
the orderly, that he might have the message 
from the man’s own mouth. He hurried on his 
dress and went. A large party was assembled, 
and the king (George IV.) paid him much at­
tention ; by degrees he was engaged in conver­
sation, and so fixed the royal circle, that the 
company did not break up till a late hour—his 
Majesty playfully accusing Mr. Wilberforce of 
being the occasion.
“At another time he was invited to meet the 
celebrated Madamp de Stael at, I believe, 
Lord Lansdowne’s: there were only two or 
three guests; one of whom told me that Wil­
berforce broke out on a suitable topic, leading 
from it into so eloquent a panegyric of mission­
aries carrying the Gospel to heathen nations, 
that the party were wrapt in amazement; the 
conversation afterwards naturally fell into his 
hands (such was the expression used to me,) and 
th* evening was spent altogether delightful.
“ His particular views of Christian doctrine 
may be gathered from his work on that subject 
they were evangelical, wise, moderate on doubt­
ful questions, and eminently practical. He 
was no Calvinist, if by that be meant a strong 
opinion on predestination, and the order of the 
Divine decrees; but he was a sound heartfelt 
believer in the Revelation of the Gospel ac­
cording to the Articles and Homilies of the 
Church of England, of which he was through 
life a sincere member. I remenlher only a few 
years since, his walking with me up and down 
his drawing-room some time beyond midnight, 
discoursing on some of these subjects—his fig­
ure is now in my mind—his beqevolent eye— 
his kind considerate manner of speaking—his 
reverence for Scripture—his address—the paus­
es he made in his walk, when he had any thing 
emphatic to say. I recollect one sentiment 
was, that the passages so frequent in Scripture, 
importing the unwillingness of the Almighty 
that the sinner should perish, the invitations 
addressed to him to return, the remonstrances 
with him on his unbelief, &c. must he interpret­
«SONG OF THE HUSSITES.”
BV THE HON. AND REV. B. W. NOEL, SI. A.
“He is dead! but his spirit lives on,
In the quenchless devotion we feel;
And think not, ye despots, we’ll turn at your frown,
Or quail at your fagot and steel.
Ye thought to extinguish his name,
When ye doomed him to death and despair,
When ye laughed as he writhed in the conquering flame, 
And ye drown’d with your eurses his prayer.
But he’s gone, as a glorious conqueror home,
And his name shall he hallow’d through ages to come.
’‘Oh’, shame on you, worst of your race !
Though you glitter in purple and gold;
Though you hide, by a smiling and sanctified face,
The hearts that are wicked and cold.
Though you serve at the altar of God—
Though loudly your thunders are hurl’d,
And long in your pride have ye scornfully trod 
On the neck of a prostrated world,—
Yet millions are learning their rights to discuss,
And heroes shall rise from the ashes of Huss.
“ How pale and flow feeble he lay 
In thy desolate vaults, Gottleben !
Shut out from the heart-cheering light of the day,
And driven from the converse of men.
In darkness, in hunger, and pain,
Which the haughtiest spirit can break,
He was linked to the wall by the riveted chain,
And he looked for the torturing stake;
Yet he soared like an eagle away from his care,
And triumph’d where others would sink in despair,
“Who are these in their splendour and state 
Have come to the gloomy abode—
With accents of honey, and feelings of hate,
They would tempt liim away from his God.
As soon might yon glorious sun
At their word from its circuit be driven; .
For his conscience approv’d the career he had run,—
His heart was already in heaven.
And De Cnium and De Duba supported his faith,
And hade him be constant in trial and death.
“The Saviour stood by him in pain,
Nor left him in sorrow forlorn;
And mitred blasphemers and monarchs in vain 
Heaped on him their hatred and scorn.
He was mc<Jc as the innocent child,
He was firm as the storm-stricken rock,
And so humbly he prayed, and so gently he smiled.
And so sweet were the words that he spoke,
That the murderous keepers who guarded their prey,
Could weep for the man they wer« marshall’d to slay.
“How the murderous hierarchs swarm’d !
Their hatred how fierce and how keen !
For their ill-gotten honours and empire alarmed,
Should the Gospel be known among men;
Then the Prelate of G’nese would rehearse 
Their devotions, to sanctify crime;
There Lodi was uttering his impotent curse,
And they chanted the holiest hymn.
And they loaded the saint with derision and shame,
Then bound to the stake and consumed in the flame.
“He is gone to the land of the blessed;
But the men who enkindled his pile—
Those priestly usurpers by monarchs caressed—
If they turn not from malice and guile,
They shall have men’s perpetual hate,
God will turn a deaf ear to their prayer;
False friends of the church, proud foes of the state,
They shall die in blaspheming despair,
And the curses they breathe round his funeral pyre 
Shall return on their hearts like a torrent of fire.
“We have steel in our hearts and our hands—*
We are thousands that fear not to die,—
We will faithfully keep to his latest commands,
And will follow his path to the sky!
Let them hunt us like hares on the heath—
Let them fasten our limbs to the stake—
Our Saviour for us did endure to the death,
And we can endure for his sake.
Let them do what they will to our children and us,
They shall know that we dare to be martyrs with Huss!” 
—- [AozwZok Ch. Observer.
“• The followers oF Huss maintained the right of defen­
sive war for religion. It is not meant to defend that doc­
trine here.” pp.—33. 31
S E L F-EX A M I N AT IO N ;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY 
IN THE YEAR.
FEBRUARY.
12. Do T grieve more for a sin that is noticed, than for 
a greater that is unobserved ?
13. Is it a plain duty, and not inclination, that leads me 
into the company of those who fear not God?
14. Vo I take reproof as patiently from a tongue, as 
from a book—and why not?
15. Do I honestly prefer wholesome truth, though in a 
homely dress, and oft -repeated, to pleasing novelties which 
may gratify an itching ear?
16. Am I satisfied with a hope of pardon, without earn­
est prayer for grace to conquer my sins?
17. “Rivers of water run down mine eyes, because they 
keep not thy law.” Am I half as jealous for the honor of 
God, and the sanctity of his Sabbaths?
18. Have I this day desired to be a living sacrifice, holy, 
and acceptable to God?
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THE OBSERVES,.
RECOLLECTIONS OF WILBERFORCE.
The following interesting paragraphs are taken from a 
review of Ellis’ Christian Keepsake in the December num­
ber of the London Christian Observer.
“ His tact in bringing forward the sacred sub­
ject of religion was inimitable, it was never ob­
truded upon the house : when it was touched 
on, it was done naturally, boldly, and with re­
ference only to the broad commanding princi­
ples of Christianity: never foolishly, inoppor­
tunely, harshly or theologically, if I may so 
speak.
“He was accustomed to prepare himself for 
every great debate not by composing or writing 
his speech, hut by examining most closely and 
deliberately the question which was to be dis­
cussed, and calling in two or three friends, per­
haps to consult with.
“ His constant attendance to his parliamen­
tary duties struck every one. Wilberforce was 
always in his place, discharging to his utmost 
tjie obligations of a atatesnian and legislator.
“He never was in office. Early in his career- 
he disavowed party, and resolved to follow his 
own unbiased conviction on each question. In 
the first trench war he supported generally Mr. 
Pitt, hut on one occasion he moved an amend­
ment to the address, aud headed the opposition 
to the minister (about the year 1795 or 1796,) 
because he thought further endeavors for peace 
should have been made. I remember the as­
ed strictly and literally, or they would appear 
to be a mockery of man’s misery, and to involve 
the most fearful imputations on the'Divine char­
acter. Evasions of the force of such passages 
were, he thought, highly injurious, and went to 
sap the whole evidence and bearing of the 
Christian revelation, pp. 47—50.
THE DYING ROBBER.
“The word of God is quick and powerful, and sharper 
than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing 
asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow; 
and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart.”
lleb. iv. 12.
During the awful visitation of the cholera, a 
clergman, after a day spent in ministering the 
support and comfort of the Gospel to many a 
sick and dying soul, had retired early to his 
bed, hoping to enjoy for a few hours the repose 
which he so much needed. He lay still for some 
time, but could not sleep, the scenes he had 
witnessed that day, the countenances of the dy­
ing, some racked with agonizing pain, and some 
in the livid death like torpor of the collapsed 
state, still seemed before him ; and a nervous 
feverishness from this excitement, banished 
sleep from his eye-lids. Oh! thought he,
“ that men were wise, that they understood this, 
that they would consider their latter end.” 
(Deut. xxxii. 29.) “ Blessed is the people that 
know the joyful sound of the Gospel:” (Psalm 
lxxxix. 15,) they shall walk, O Lord, in the 
light of thy countenance; and when they pass 
through the valley of the shadow of death, they 
will fear no evil : lor thou wilt be with them; 
thy rod and thy staff, they comfort them 
(Psalm xxxiii. 4:) and he shuddered at the 
fearful contrast which that day presented to 
him, in the case of too many. The clock struck 
twelve, and he had just fallen into a slumber, 
when a knock at the hall door aroused him ; he 
heard it opened and in a few minutes his serv­
ant entered the room. “ Sir, there is a man be­
low who says he must speak with you.” “ Ask 
him Bis name and business.” “ He says, Sir, he 
must speak to yourself.” Mr. T—rose, dressed 
himself in haste, and went into the hall. The 
man stood close to the door. Mr, T— held the 
light to his face, which he seemed rather anx­
ious to hide. He had a frightful countenance. 
“ What do you want with me?” said the clergy­
man. “ I want you to come to a dying man, 
who wishes to speak to you,” “ What is his 
complaint ?” “ Cholera.” Mr. T— hesitated, 
and at length said, “ I cannot go with you, 
you do not even tell your name, nor the place 
to which you would lead me; I should fear to 
trust my life in your hands.” You need not 
fear,” said the stranger; “what end would it 
serve to take your life ? come with me, take no 
money with you, and on my honor you are safe.” 
Mr. T— gave another glance at the man, and 
the word honor, connected with the appearance 
of such a being made him smile. “ Sit down,” 
said he, “ I will go with you.” He went again 
to his chamber, committed himself to the care 
of his heavenly Father, prayed for his blessing 
on the intended visit to the dying man, and felt 
so strengthened and assured by this communi ­
on with Heaven, that he seemed to have lost 
all fear of accompanying his ferocious looking 
guide.
He followed the man through many streets of 
the large and populous city ; at length they 
came to a street long and ifarrow, with houses 
bespeaking wretchedness, and well known as a 
quarter ot the town remarkable for the vice as 
well as poverty of its inhabitants. Mr. T— fol­
lowed his guide into a long and dirty entry 
which ended in a square ; he there stopped, 
a*nd took out of his pocket a knife, with which 
he began to scrape away some earth from the 
gflound- “ I can go no farther with you,” said 
the clergyman, but considering he was already 
as much in the power of the man as he could 
be in any possible situation, his courage reviv­
ed, and he watched with intense interest the 
movements of his strange companion. After 
some time he opened a small trap door, which 
led to a vault of considerable depth. “ Fear 
not,” said the man, as he let himself down by a 
rope fastened at the inside. Mr. T— felt at 
this moment the awful horror of his situation, 
he could have fled, hut he knew the man would 
soon overtake him, and in the dark he could 
scarcely find his way back. He therefore de­
termined to proceed; and committing himself 
again to the protection of the Almighty, he 
watched at the edge of the pit until he saw a 
light glimmer within it, and the man place a 
ladder firmly, which he ascended a few steps, 
and entreated the clergyman to descend, assur­
ing him again of his safety. He did descend 
into this pit of darkness, which reminded him 
of the descent of the prophet into the den of li­
ons ; for at the bottom stretched upon the 
ground, he beheld a number of men, savage 
and ferocious as beasts of prey, who, raising 
their haggard countennnces, stared wiidiy upon 
him. The man then led the clergyman to the 
farthest end, where, in a corner, stretched up­
on straw, lay a man dying of cholera. Here 
was a picture of human nature brought to the 
last extremity of wretchedness, cramped in ev­
ery limb, his eyes sunk and hollow, and his 
skin exhibiting the black hue attendant on this 
awful malady when there is scarcely a hope of 
recovery. Mr. T— had been used to patients 
in this dreadful malady, but here was one in 
such a state as he had never before witnessed.— 
“ Did you wish to see me?” he asked the dy­
ing man. “ I did,” he replied in a clear and 
distinct tone. “ Why do you wish to see me?’ 
“Because,” said the man, “some short time 
ago I wandered into your church, and heard 
you read what I want you to read to me again ;
I want to hear it before I die. Oh! it has nev­
er left my mind—night and day it sounded in 
my ear. I thought I could hide myself from 
God ; but the darkness hideth not from him ; 
he has found me out; he has laid his hand 
heavily upon me; and soon shall I appear be­
fore him, covered over with my crimes. And 
did not I hear you say, Sir, that God would slay 
the wicked—that he would say, Depart from me
ye bloody men. O God, I have sinned against ! 
thee ; thou art just; there can be no hope for a 
wretch like me.” Every nerve in his body I 
seemed convulsed with agony ; and he fixed his ; 
eye eagerly on the clergyman, waiting anxious- i 
ly to hear again that portion of Scripture which 
had first convinced him of his sin. “ Tell me 
some verse that will bring it to my memory,” 
said the clergyman. “Oh! it told me,” said 
the dying man, “ that God knew my down-sit­
ting and mine up-rising ; that he understood my 
thoughts; that he compassed my path, and my 
lying down ; and was acquainted with all my 
ways; there was not a word in my tongue hut 
God knew it altogether. That if I could climb 
into heaven, he was there, if I went down into 
hell, he was there also.” The clergyman then 
knew it was the 139th Psalm that had carried 
conviction of sin into this poor sinner’s heart; 
and he prayed that this might be the work of 
the Holy Spirit; and taking out his Bible, read 
it.
“ Oh ! that is it, that is it,” said the dying 
man in a low voice; “ thank God I have heard 
it again.” The clergyman then said, “ The 
blood of Jesus Christ cleanses from all sin.”
“ This is a faithful saying, and worthy of all ac­
ceptation, that Christ Jesus came into the world 
to save sinners,” (1 Tim. i. 15.) “To save sin­
ners,” said he, “ but oh ! not such a sinner as 
I have been.” “ Yes, such as you,” said the 
clergyman : “ hear what comfortable words are 
here : “ If any man sin, we have an advocate 
with the Father, Jesus Christ the righteous ; and 
he is the propitiation for our sins.” (1 John ii. 
1, 2.) Hear what God says: “Come now, let 
us reason together: though your sins be as 
scarlet, they shall be as white as snow ; though 
they be red-like crimson, they shall be as wool.” 
(Isaiah i. 18.) “ How, how ?” said the man ea­
gerly, “ What must I do to be saved ?” “ ‘Be­
lieve on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you shall 
be saved.’ (Heb. vii. 25.) Your past sins shall 
not condemn you. ‘Christis able to save to 
the uttermost all that come unto God by him.’ ” 
(Acts xvi. 31.) The man stretched out his 
hands with upraised eyes, as if imploring mercy 
—“ God be merciful to a poor sinner,” he faint­
ly uttered, and at that moment his soul depart­
ed.
The clergyman looked around him ; the light 
of the glorious Gospel can illumine even this 
dungeon of darkness and horror thought he ; on 
him who lay in darkness and the shadow of 
death, has this light now shined. The rest of 
the men had kept at a distance, from the idea 
that something mysterious must pass between 
a dying soul and his spiritual instructor, which 
others were not to hear. “ corrupted as their 
minds are, from the simplicity that is in Christ.” 
(2 Cor. ii. 3.) But he determined not to depart 
without a word of exhortation to them ; and 
coming forward into the midst of them, he spoke 
to them of the awful state in which they were 
sunk ; invited them also to come to JeSus, and 
obtain from him a-full and free pardon for all 
their past offences. “You know not, my fel­
low-sinners,” said he, “ how soon each of you 
may be summoned, like that poor man before 
the awful bar of God ! Cholera is sweeping the 
city from one end to the other. There is con­
tagion in that corpse. I know not but this may 
he the last time I may have an opportunity of 
declaring the Gospel to poor perishing sinners. 
I am a dying man addressing dying men. But 
oh! let the love of Christ, who poured out his 
blood upon the cross to save lost sinners, speak 
to you, and urge you to quit this pit of destruc­
tion—a faint type of that hell to which sin must 
lead you. Return to habits of honest industry 
Nothing hut idleness and crime could have 
brought you into this place.” “ It is true,” said 
the man who led him there, “ it was crime 
brought us here—we are a gang of robbers ; our 
lives, Sir, are in your hands; but as a minister 
of religion I depend on your not betraying us.” 
We could not now get employment—no one 
would trust us.” “ Trust in the Lord,” said 
the clergyman; “ hear his words ; ‘ Let him 
that stole, steal no more ; but rather let him la­
bor, working with his hands that which is good, 
that he may have to give to him that needeth.’ 
(Eph. iv. 28.) Farewell—we may never meet 
again in this world ; hut a time will come when 
we shall meet—and oh ! on that awful day may 
I find that this message of mercy has been 
blessed to all your souls.” The man conduct­
ed the clergyman until he was past the dark 
narrow street, and could find his way easily to 
his home; where he returned with sensations 
of astonishment at the strange and almost ro­
mantic scene he had witnessed—it almost ap­
peared to him like a dream, but blessing God for 
sending him as his messenger to declare, the 
Gospel to that poor sinner, to bind up his brok­
en heart, and proclaim liberty to this wretched 
bond-slave of Satan.
What an important testimony does this afford 
to the efficacy of God’s word, when applied to 
the heart by the Holy Spirit. The word of God 
was in this case “ quick and powerful ; it was 
sharper than any two-edged sword ; it pierced 
even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit; 
and was a discerner of the thoughts and intents 
of the heart;” (Heb. iv. 12.) like what was said 
of the Samaritan woman, it “ told this robber 
all that ever he did.”
This is no fictitious narrative ; it is truth, how 
ever romantic it may seem ; and oh ! how does 
it speak its awful language to those who would 
keep the Scriptures from the people. Had this 
robber wandered into a Popish chapel, would 
the idolatrous worship there practised have ben- 
efitted his soul? If he had sent fora priest, 
would the oil of extreme unction, applied to 
his body, have brought relief to his wounded 
spirit, smarting under a sense of accumulated 
and unpardoned guilt? Oh, no! it might have 
given a false peace; like a stupifying draught 
administered by an unskilful hand to a patient 
in a deadly malady; but the peace of God can 
only he enjoyed'by those who, relying on the 
merits of a crucified Saviour alone, know that 
their sins are pardoned through his most pre­
cious blood. (Romans iii. 24.)
•Reader, if you have not already obtained this 
pardon, and felt its pyace, you need it as much 
as this poor robber. Qseck it “while it is call­
ed to day.” (Heb. iii. 13.) “Him that com- 
eth unto mc,”saith the blessed Saviour, “'I will 
in no wise cast out. (John vi. 37.)—London 
Friendly Visiter.
For the Gambier Observer.
LIBRARIES FOR SEAMEN AND BOATMEN.
At the last meeting of the Executive Com­
mittee of the American Tract Society, a letter 
was read from the American Seamen’s Friend 
Society, recommending the establishment of a 
Library of the Society’s volumes in the respec ­
tive ships and steamboats on our maritime wa­
ters, and offering, should the volumes be fur­
nished by this Society, to‘procure cases, and 
faithfully to superintend the location of the Li­
braries.
Also letters from the Sailor’s and Boatmen’s 
Friend Society, located at Buffalo, requesting a 
grant ot volumes to the amount of “ $20,000, 
for the purpose of providing small Libraries for 
all the vessels, steamboats, and canal hoafs, 
throughout the lakes, canals, and rivers.”— 
Whereupon it. was
“Resolved, That this Committee attach 
great importance to the above proposals for sup­
plying with religious reading the officers, crews, 
and passengers of vessels, steamboats and canal 
boats on the ocean and our internal waters; and 
that, as contributions shall he received, and 
the means of the Society will allow, the Com­
mittee will proceed in the work of supplying 
this numerous and interesting class of our popu­
lation.
“ Resolved, That this object be particular• 
ly commended to the liberality of merchants, 
and all connected with commerce on our mari­
time, and internal waters.”
In the letter above referred to, from Rev. J. 
Greenleaf, Secretary of the American Sea­
man’s Friend Society he says—
“As a general remark, our seamen are very 
destitute of suitable religious reading, and 
though something-i3 attempted to supply them 
in every port, yet the work will he very incom­
plete unless some systematic effort is put forth. 
Could each vessel that sails from our ports be 
furnished with a small library of your bound 
volumes, valued, perhaps, at from five to twenty 
dollars each according to tne number of the 
crew, properly secured in a small box or book­
case, fastened up in some convenient place in 
the vessel for the use of the crew, and not to he 
taken from the ship but worn out there, the 
most important benefits would probably result. 
There, would be very little difficulty in effecting 
this at once in all the regular lines of packets, 
could the hooks he. had. In transient vessels it 
might be attended with more difficulty.
Now, probably, the question will arise, 
How much is wanted to effect this? I answer 
—there are now belonging to the port of New- 
York the following regular lines of packets: viz. 
Liverpool, 20 ships; London, 11 do.; Havre, 
15 do ; Kingston, (Jamaica,) 2 do.; Carthagena, 
3 brigs; Mexico, 3 ships; Charleston, 8 ships 
anu / brigs; Savannah,. 9 ships, 12 brigs, and 
2 schooners; New-Orleans, 17 ships: Mobile, 13 
do; Glasgow, 3 ships : Apalachiola, 6 do.; Da­
rien, 4 do.; Wilmington, 11 schooners;- Wash­
ington, Georgetown, • Norfolk, Petershurgh, 
Richmond, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, 
&c., &<l, in all 102 schooners—making a total 
of 111 ships, 22 brigs, and IT6schooners. The 
ships carry from 17 to 20 men each, the brigs 8 
the schooners 6, making about 3,000 men in 
this single department, the packet lines.
In Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Charles­
ton and New-Orleans, there may be fairly es­
timated about 200 vessels more, arranged irre­
gular lines, containing abou^S.OOO men, and 
making in all 400 vessels where Libraries 
might he at once received and safely dispos­
ed of. Probably twenty-five or thirty dollars 
would supply a Library for each of these ves­
sels, (say $12,000.)
“This, however is but a small part of our 
maritime population. Ihe number of our tran­
sient vessels is great, more than fourfold the 
number or the regular lines, take the country 
through and in many of them, especially those 
which are engaged in the foreign ‘trade, Libra­
ries would be equally useful.
“It is to be eonsiderd also that the 46 large 
ships in the regular lines to Liverpool, London, 
and Havre, and many transient vessels to those 
places, carry vast numbers oHpassengers, whose 
spiritual welfare might he greatly promoted by 
haying a supply of suitable hooks on board ' 
ship to which they could have free access. 7 
ed to these are the steamboats, of which no I
the
• dd-
than 40, and many of them of a large size, are 
constantly in operation from New-York, carry­
ing a multitude of passengers in every direction. 
And when to aii the rest we add the great mass 
of population through the canal-boats, tow’-boats 
flat boats, as well as sail-vessels and steamboats 
on the river, lakes, and canals in the western and 
southern country, opening for doing good to the 
souls of men is-most encouraging.”
FROM THE SAILOR’S AND BOATMENS FRIEND 
SOCIETY.
A letter from Rev. Stephen Peet, Secretary 
of this Society, containsthe followfing resolutions 
of their Board, viz.
Resolved, That the American Tract Society he requested 
to appropriate twenty thousand dollars wortb of their stan­
dard volumes, for the purpose of providing small Libraries 
for all the vessels, steamboats, and canal bofe, throughout 
the lakes, canals and rivers.
Resolved, that we pledge ourselves-, trough the mear.s 
of our chaplains and other t.. ents, f, ? < - a . n-n.
perly disposed of, and a Library placed on -verv vessel and 
boat on these inland waters, where the t nseut of the-'own- 
er or master is given, and there is reason to suppose they 
will be properly used.
If the Tract Society (says Rev. Mr. Peet) will 
furnish the books, toe ivill see them placed on 
board the boats and vessels in suclt a manner as . 
shall best secure the object contemplated; and will 
furnish library cases where' it shall be required.
The following list is not. Founded on conject-
66
embarked is the cause of God and his Christ. 
They go out under the Saviour’s last command, 
and rest on his full and inspiriting promises.
But it must not he forgotten that our mission­
aries will have many discouragements, lhey 
have to do with a most peculiar people. I heir 
unbounded pride and contempt for every thing 
foreign present a formidable obstacle; and when 
this shall have been overcome, there will yet 
remain that carnal mind which is enmity with 
God, and which, as our own daily experience
Total, 3000 (1700) J teaches, is not easily brought into subjection.
Of the numbers embraced in the first column How often too,may their own faith fail them, and
urea or estimates, but is entirely correct ex­
cepting the amount of shipping on Lake Ontario 
—respecting which I am not positive.
Number of Vessels, Steamboats, and Canal-boats 
on the inland waters of the United States, 
Cnnal-bouts on the New-York eunah, - 2200 (1000)
Lake Ontario—130 vessels, 10 steamboat* 140 (120)
Luke Erie—200 vessels, 40 steamboats, - 2IO (200) 
Ohio canal boats, .... 100 (80)
Ohio anil Mississippi river steamboats, - 300 ( 200) I
Pennsylvania canals, - (100)
above, Rev. Mr. P. supposes Libraries will be 
actually needed for only the numbers in the
second column, amounting to 1700; and for 
various reasons, he makes a further ded 
tion of 500.
uc- thy, by failing cordially to sustain them, and 
to further their planij’aod by leaving them to 
“ I therefore,” he says, “put the number of toil on unaided and uncheered by additional 
11 Libraries needed at 1200, which will cost, laborers, palsy their energies? God forbid thatfull
as I calculate from your list of prices, about 
£20,000, or £16 66 each.
“ l'he opening of navigation in the spring will 
be the time for an actual move on the subject. 
We should have all things ready; cases made, 
men employed to do the work, and have the 
books sent to different stations in proportion to 
the wants, that they may be put afloat im­
mediately at the opening of the season. We have 
an efficient agent now on the Ohio river, and can 
cull more into the service when needed. Our 
chaplains at Utica, Oswego, Buffalo, and Cleave- 
land, will see to the business in their vicinity.”
For the Uainbier Observer.
NOTES ON MISSIONS. 1.
CHINA.
As our Church has now two missionaries in 
China, no facts relating to the moral and intel­
lectual condition of that country ought to be 
uninteresting to our members. Strange indeed 
it would be, if having sent forth these laborers 
into the field we should care but little as to the 
prospect before them, and leave them to prose­
cute their labors, as best they may, without 
our sympathy, our efforts, or our prayers.
There are various estimates as to the popu­
lation of China, varying from 150 to 333 mil­
lions. If the latter is not too high, as many 
who have the best opportunity of judging, be­
lieve, how large a portion of the human family 
is embraced within its limits. According to the 
most accurate computation the population of the 
earth is 828 millions ; so that in China are to 
bo found more than one third of the sons and 
daughters of Adam.
Of this vast multitude bound together by a 
common language and a common government, 
all are in heathenish darkness, 'l’he exceptions 
to be made to this statement are so few that 
they cannot materially affect it. The religion 
of the country is a strange mixture of supersti­
tions ; no one particular form being universally 
prevalent or established by law. By some the 
celebrated philosopher Confucius, who waS horn 
about450 A. C. is acknowledged as master.— 
Others are professors of Lamanism which was 
introduced from Thibet. Others are of the 
sect of Fo, of Hindoo origin, supposed to he 
the same with Budliu; and a few are seeming­
ly Atheists. Polytheism abounds, insomuch 
that it is a saying of one of the sects that the 
Gods of the country are “in number like the 
»ands of the Hang river.” All are idolaters. As 
to morals, the system given by the learned con­
tains much that is good, along with much that 
is imperfect and erroneous, while the general 
practice, is most lamentable. Vice in all its di­
versified forms prevails. Of a future state of 
retribution they profess to know nothing, or 
entertain opinions similar to those of the hea­
then generally.
More than two centuries ago Papal Missiona­
ries entered the country,and commenced their la­
bors, which have been continued to the present 
time. In consequence, however, of quarrels be- 
tweenthc Jesuits and the other orders, which 
were very bitter and of long continuance; and of 
severe persecution, they have not enjoyed their 
anticipated success. 'I’he present condition of 
their missions is not known with accuracy.
It was not until the beginning of this century 
that a Protestant Missionary visited China. In 
the year 1807 the Rev. Robert Morrison, of’ 
England, commenced his labors in behalf of this 
benighted land, which were continued until bis 
death, which was but a short time since. The 
Grammar and Dictionary of the language which 
he compiled ; the version of the Holy Scriptures, 
which, with the assistance of the Rev. Dr. Mil­
ne, was completed in the year 1819 ; with the 
other works which he prepared for the press, 
among which is to be mentioned a translation 
of our Book of Common prayer—stand a splen­
did and enduring monument to his industry, 
zeal and devotion. Through his instrumentali­
ty also an anglo-Chinese College was establish-
For the Gambier Observer.
CIRCULAR.
Trinity Parish, Newark, ( 
Feb. 1, 1836. j
To the several parishes of the Protestant Episcopal Church in 
the Diocese of Ohio,
You are doubtless aware that certain pro­
ceedings of the last convention contemplate a 
dissolution of the existing connexion between 
the Episcopate and the Presidency of Kenyon 
College,so far as it may constitutionally be done, 
in order that the Bishop may be left more en­
tirely to the arduous and increasing duties re­
quired for the spiritual welfare of the Church; 
and that two resolutions were passed (see page 
44 of the Journal of the Convention) in refer­
ence to the Bishop’s salary, in pursuance of 
that object. Under one of the resolutions re­
ferred to, the Rev. George Denison, Rector of 
this parish was appointed an Agent. At the 
request of his parishioners, Mr. Denison de­
clined the service imposed by the resolution, 
and a letter was addressed by the Vestry of this 
parish to the Committee from whom Mr. Deni­
son had received his appointment, setting forth 
the reasons of our unwillingness to dispense with 
the services of our Rector for the time requir­
ed to discharge that duty. We believed, indeed, 
that the object could be effected in a different 
way, without much sacrifice on the part of any 
parish in the Diocese, and accordingly made 
some suggestions to the committee for their 
consideration. But since that time we have 
heard nothing on the subject from the commit­
tee, or any of our sister parishes.
Feeling deeply the importance of attaining 
the object bad in view by the Convention, by 
which our Diocesan will be disencumbered of 
duties which necessarily interfere with his lab­
ors in the great field over which he is called to 
preside, we are anxious that every measure con­
nected with that object may be carried into ef­
fect without unnecessary delay. We have re­
solved, therefore, for ourselves, to adopt a plan 
to raise the Bishop’s salary, which, we under­
stand, was proposed in the Convention; and 
would respectfully recommend it to the other 
parishes of the Diocese, viz : to request every 
communicant in the Church to pay fifty cents 
ed at Malacca, where many Chinese youth have j at least, annually for the purpose of making up 
already been educated. By his Instructions (the said salary.
eome were converted from the error of their. In our parish a collection was taken up in 
ways, and many others deeply impressed. Two! that way, on the 24th ult.; two weeks previous 
of the converts have been very useful by their notice having been given. The number of our
zealous labors in aid of the missionaries. With­
in the last few years additional protestant mis­
sionaries have been sent to China, few of whom 
are Americans.
Such is the field to which our two missionaries 
have gone. How vast its extent ! How great 
the need of laborers !
Wc now aik what are the grounds of en­
couragement which they and the church have.
By the labors of Morrison the way for the ac­
quisition of the language has been made smooth.
Formerly this presented an almost insurmount­
able difficulty. Dictionaries, Grammars, and 
Translations are now in print. The Holy Scrip­
tures have been published, and to some extent 
distributed. Presses have been established.—
The truth has been proclaimed,and some have not 
heard in vain. Thus a broad and deep founda­
tion tor Missionary labor has been laid. Our 
missionaries do not go as pioneers into an unex- 
p orct country, In a certain sense they will 
entef into other men, |abt)rs. j-
°f 9"?W'5 “•‘‘"•'lated to their hands;
Morrison i" rt,, »f
latest generation, • The people' too 
more accessible than was formerly thP 
appears from the testimony of Gutzlaff. \u 
these things are tokens of a brighter day, and 
may well inspire the belief that the labors of
our beloved Missionaries wif not be unsuccess-I in hk'ffi V7™,°JU maue “ie'o,10W,nS rc™rKs ful. Had we none of these tokens we should Episcopal ’“chuech^r hl ?O,nVent‘On °^the 
not despair. The cause in which they have Hampshire: ’ * ate ? ,n ^ew'
they be tempted to despair. Well fitted as 
they are for their work tiiey are still but men. 
And may not the Church at home, by her apa-
this should ever he the case. That it may not 
be, let each one see to it that he is doing his du­
ty in the matter. When every individual mem­
ber of the church does his duty—prays and la­
bors and gives as he should—then the Church 
does her duty. Reader ! are you doing your 
duty? Are you doing what you can to remove 
every obstacle from the path of our devoted 
missionaries? Do you remember them in your 
prayers? Do you supplicate for them the aids 
of that grace by which alone they can be sus­
tained? And do you pray for those to whom 
they are sent, that their eyes may be opened; 
and that they may he turned from darkness to 
light, and from the power of Satan unto God. 
Cincinnati, Feb. 1, 183G. X. II.
* The reader is probably aware that Dr. Morrison was 
not an Episcopalian. lie was a Presbyterian. In refer­
ence to his translation of the Book-of Common Prayer, 
he thus writes under date of Sept. 4, 1817. “ I have trans­
lated tlie morning and evening prayers just as they stand 
in the Book of Common Prayer, altering those only which 
refer to the rulers of the land. These I am printing to­
gether with the Psalter, divided for the 30 days of the 
month. I intend them as a ZieZp to social worship, and as 
affording excellent and suitable expressions for individual 
devotion. Mr. Milne wished to modify them, so as to ren­
der them more suitable to our peculiar circumstances; but 
as they possess here no authority hut their own general ex­
cellence, and are not binding on the practice and conscience 
of any ; and as they-are not exclusive—I judged it better 
to preserve them as they are. Additional helps may he 
afforded if they shall not be fully adequate. The heathen, 
at first require helps for social devotion, and to me it ap­
peared, that the richness of devotional phraseology, the elevated 
views of the Deity, and the explicit and full recognition of the 
work of our Lord Jesus Christ, were so many excellencies, 
that a version of them into Chinese as they were, was bet­
ter than for me to new model them.” Do Episcopalians 
prize their Liturgy as they ought? O that all might drink 
into its spirit as did Moriison !
communicants is thirty five, some of whom were 
absent. The collection amounted to the sum 
oO fifty dollars.
This, we humbly conceive, would be the best 
mode of securing the salary, at least under pre­
sent circumstances. It will meet the present 
exigency, and, affording an opportunity for the 
subject to be fully considered in the primary 
meetings of the several parishes; the next Con­
vention will he able to act with the light of ex­
perience, and to adopt such permanent plan as 
may seem advisable.
We ardently hope that our sister parishes 
throughout the Diocese will unite with us in 
raising the salary in the mode above indicated.
The plan originally intended has failed, for 
reasons heretofore stated to the committee, and 
some mode should be adopted without delay. 
We can think of none better, or more simple 
and easy of accomplishment; and we would re­
spectfully suggest that the parishes, which adopt 
this measure, forward to the Gambier Observer 
a statement specifying the time of their collec­
tion, the amount raised, and the number of com­
municants in the parish.
By order of the Vestry,
D. MARBLE, Sec'y.
LOVE OF THE BRETHREN.
Bishop Griswold made the following remarks
ATM- «- •* ■* w
« Permit me again to remind you of what is m 
my judgment, too generally neglected, the u- 
ty' of loving those who love the Lord Jesus 
Christ: of blessing God for all the good which 
others do, and cultivating union, harmony ant 
love am mu; ail Christian people: which is 
more than ail burnt offerings and sacrifices.— 
This is not what pride and bigotry may call it, 
coaxing or flattering others to be of qui per 
suasion; it is obeying the Gospel; it is o ow- 
ing the example of the Apostles, an oing 
more to promote religion, than a t lousan ai 
guments, or an age of contention. o o\e 
those who love our Saviour, and because t iey 
love him, is the best evidence that we are bis.
In speaking of other Christians, you cannot 
be too cautious not to be uncharitable nor in­
jure religion. What we can with truth and sea­
sonably say in their praise, will generally have 
a good effect. To speak of their faults sejdom 
does any good, and lias almost a! ways some bad 
effect upon ourselves or upon others. Let us 
not boastingly compare ourselves with others, 
but think mucb of our own faults. It other 
Christians are sometimes unhappily divided, let 
us “not be higbmiiided, but tear ; —let us pray 
to God to unite and bless them, and let us take 
heed to ourselves, and avoid the folly of need­
less contention.
SOCIETY IN ENGLAND FOR PROPAGAT­
ING CHRISTIAN KNOWLEDGE.
'Fhe Report of the Society for promoting 
Christian knowledge, tor the present year, is a 
highly interesting and important document.-— 
During the past year, the extent to which its 
operations fiave been carried faf exceeds that 
of any other period of its history. The circu­
lation of books and tracts has amounted to two 
millions two hundred and seventy-eight thou­
sand and forty-eight, being an increase of 116,- 
857 upon the circulation of the year preceding; 
in addition to which, the Committee of General 
Literature and Education has circulated, in­
cluding the Saturday Magazine, 4,747,187.— 
The receipts of the Society during the year, 
including £606 on account of the Special fund 
for the Foreign Translation Committee, have 
amounted to £73,236.
The Society glories in having been the first 
body in the kingdom which came forward to 
promote the education of the poor upon Chris 
tian principles. And though it is no longer di­
rectly engaged in the establishment of schools, 
it continues to supply all the religious books 
used in the National schools, and probably, the 
Report states, io greater part of all the
Charity schools in the kingdom which are in 
connexion with the Established Church. We 
believe, however, that a large number of these 
do not confine themselves exclusively to the 
Society’s list.
It is highly gratifying to learn, that whereas 
the Parliamentary Report on Education shows 
an increase between the years 1817 and 1835 
of a little more than 100 per cent, in the num­
ber of children under instruction in the king­
dom, the accounts of the National Society, dur­
ing the same period, show an increase of above 
400 per cent.; so that the work of education in 
that Society’s hands has been carried forward 
with an acceleration three times greater than 
that which has been created by the exertions pf 
the public at large.
From the returns made to the Secretary 
of State for the Home Department, of the 
number )f children under education through­
out the kingdom, it appears that the whole num­
ber who are receiving daily instruction in en­
dowed schools, infant schools, village schools, 
preparatory, and every kind of week-day schools, 
amounts to about 1,277,000; and that the total 
number receiving Sunday instruction is about 
1,548,000. The number of children educated 
in infant and daily schools established by Dis­
senters, amounts only to one in twenty-four of 
the whole; hut the number in Sunday schools 
amounts to one half the'entire number educat­
ed in all the Sunday-schools in the thirty-three 
counties from whence the returns were made. 
But this includes those established by the Wes­
leyan Methodists, who do notallow themselves 
generally to be classed with Dissenters, and 
whose schools, it. is stated, are probably equal in 
number to the whole of the other classes. The 
Society for Christian Knowledge being con­
nected with the national Society in principle, 
and in the supply of Books for religious instruc­
tion, rejoices that that Society has been the 
means of obtaining assistance from the two 
Parliamentary grants for the erection of a hun­
dred and eighty schools, and has made applica­
tions for assistance in the erection of two hun­
dred and thirty more. The rule that restricts 
the books used in National schools to those on 
the list of the Society for promoting Christian 
Knowledge, relates only to religious books; 
the schools are at liberty to use whatever books 
the managers may think proper upon secular 
subjects. The Society, has, however, it is ad­
ded, taken measures to provide an ample supply 
of books, both religious and secular for the pur­
pose of general education.—London Christian 
Observer.
CONVERSION OF AN INFIDEL.
The following account of the conversion of an infidel in 
this city, was related by one of the tract visiters in the fifth 
ward at the last monthly meeting of the Board of the N. 
Y. City Tract Society-—Af. Y. O/wereer.
Our last week’s prayer meeting was deeply 
interesting, and will never be forgotten by my­
self and others present. An individual who 
had been the subject of special effort and prayer 
for four years, when called on to pray, with 
great simplicity and feeling confessed that he 
had denied the Saviour, and then solemnly con­
secrated himself to his service and prayed for 
grace to do his will. It will no doubt be in­
teresting and encouraging to my fellow labor­
ers to follow this individual for the last four 
years.
In November 1831, when I became a tract 
visiter, and surveyed my district, my heart fail- 
ed ant^ I exclaimed, “Can these dry bones 
live? But even then the Spirit of God was 
moving in the midst ot the slain. In my next 
visit 1 ascertained that the tract of the previous 
month ; “ Examine your hopes for eternity,” 
had been blessed to the conversion of two fe­
males one the wife of this individual, then a pro­
fessed infidel. When she told him what the 
Lord had done for her soul, he became violent 
in his opposition to her going tb church or at­
tending the prayer meetings, even locking her 
out of doors at night when she did attend. He
even refused to lend his chairs for the prayer 
meeting held opposite his house, and said be 
would not countenance any thing so ridiculous, 
for that religion was a delusion got up to sus­
tain a lazy priesthood. 1 improved every op­
portunity of conversing with him on the inter­
ests of his soul, arid persuaded him to read some 
works on the evidences of Christianity.
In about six months he gave up his opposi­
tion to his wife’s going to Church on the Sab­
bath, but would not permit her to attend even­
ing meetings; at the close ot the year she did 
attend occasionally. In the spring he opened 
a grocery, sold liquor on the Sabbath, and in­
sisted that his wile should give her assistance 
when necessary. This was the cause of much 
difficulty between them, for she would not thus 
desecrate that holy day. I persuaded him that 
his business was contrary to the law of love, 
and as be haJ often told me he was a better 
friend to man than I was, I thus turned his ar­
gument against him. In about six months he 
abandoned the trade. Alter this he was more 
disposed to converse on the subject of religion, 
and occasionally attended church in the evening ; 
but not until the third year could I persuade 
him to attend our district prayer meetings, 
though he was willing his wile should attend. 
In February 1835 he rented the house where I 
had held iny weekly prayer meetings for three 
years. When I heard this I feared he would 
not, by continuing the meeting, subject himself 
to the scorn and ridicule of his associates, some 
of whom lived in the neighborhood, but he 
availed himself of the first opportunity to ex­
press his gratitude for my attention, and hoped 
I would continue my meeting, as it would give 
him pleasure to prepare the room and attend 
the meeting. This was a bold step, and con­
vinced me a good work was begun. Since May 
the room has been prepared and he is a con­
stant attendant, and I trust a devout worship­
per.
About six weeks since I persuaded him to 
commence secret prayer, and on the Sabbath 
previous to the last meeting I called to urge the 
duty of family prayer. As I passed up to his 
apartment, I heard him singing a hymn of praise 
to that God he had so long denied. When 1 
urged his setting up a family altar, he replied 
I did so on Christmas, and by the grace of God 
will continue. On Wednesday evening he pray­
ed in our meeting. It was a solemn place.— 
Tears were shed by those who had long resist­
ed, and hearts, I trust, were broken, that will 
never be healed until they go to the Balm in 
Gilead and the Physician there.
What encouragement this almost hopeless 
case gives us, to pers'evtre in our labors for the 
salvation of the souls committed to our care 1 
God is faithful, his word shall not return void, 
but shall accomplish that whereunto it was sent.
AN HONOURABLE REWARD FOR A CUP OF COLD 
WATER.
Mark 9: 41. For whosoever shall give a cup of cold 
water to drink in my name, because ye belong to Christ, 
verily I say unto you, he shall not lose his reward.
When Agrippa was in a private station, he 
was accused by one of his servants of having 
spoken injuriously of Tiberius, and was con­
demned by the emperor to be exposed in chains 
before the palace gate. The weather was very 
hot, and Agrippa became excessively thirsty.— 
Seeing Thaumastus, a servant of Caligula, pass 
by with a pitcher of water, be called to him, 
and entreated leave to drink. The servant pre­
sented the pitcher with much courtesy, and 
Agrippa having allayed his thirst, said to him;
“ Assure thyself, Thaumastus, that if I get out 
of this captivity, I will pay thee well for this 
draught of water.” Tiberius dving, his succes­
sor, Caligula, soon after, not only set Agrippa 
at liberty, but made blinking of Judea. In this 
high situation, Agrippa was not unmindful of 
the glass of water given to him when a captive. 
He immediately sent for Thaumastus, and made
him comptroller of his household.----Pleasing
Expositor.
Let not the poorest be discouraged, then, 
from some charitable attempt tor the good of) 
others. If an earthly king remember his pro- ’ 
inise fora cup of cold water, with such honour, 
how much more munificent, honourable and 
imperishable will the King of kings remember 
his promises towards His friends when He shall 
call them to the rewards of the righteous.— 
How astonishing is God’s kindness! it is not the 
rich merely which lie calls on to be charitable: 
but even the poor, and the most impoverished 
of the poor. It is the name of Jesus that sanc­
tifies every thing and rendeis services, in them­
selves comparatively contemptible,of high worth 
in the sight of God.—
Dr. Doddridge; A. Clarke.
From tlie Boston Recorder.
NO, I CANNOT PRAY.
I was in the chamber of a sick man. An un­
relenting disease was upon him and he was upon 
the borders of an eternal world. His guilty 
life gave intimations “of wrath to come.”
A friend and relative of the sick man called. 
He was a man of great respectability, of excellent 
moral character, but not a religious man. I 
conversed with the sick man in his friend’s pre­
sence and then turning to him addressed him 
thus; “Here lies your relative on his dying bed. 
y ou well know his character and the anguish 
and despair of his soul.’ If ever mortal needed 
pity and prayer this man does. You hear his 
request that we should commend his soul to 
God for mercy. Will you not now pray with 
him?” “Oh ! no I cannot do it.”
But you arc his fiiend. You would hasten 
miles for the means of his relief. You would 
spend this whole night in assiduous efforts for 
his comfort. But you cannot give that very 
simple and it would seem easy expression of
kindness implied in offering prayer with him__
“ I am willing to do any thing, but I cannot 
pray.
• WOU^ most cheerfully perform any
kmd office for his body, that body, the compar­
ative worthlessness of which, God is now 
showing by crumbling it to dust; but you can 
not do any thing for his infinitely precious soul 
not even to offer a single prayer with him for 
its salvation! “ No, I have never beer, accus­
tomed to do this, and I cannot do it now.” “Not 
even though no other person was at hand, and 
your friend should sink down into death and 
a* he sank, implonng still that you would pray 
with him? He was startled by the appeal, but 
at last replied, “ No T could not do if.” I
could not but reflect upon the unhappiness 0? 
an impenitent state.
My irreligious friend may do many things 
for me, but where I need bis kindness most, it 
cannot come. In my deepest necessity-^jo 
awful peril of my soul—in the terrified ctrcuin- 
stances of a dying hour, bereft of hope and 
pierced with the keenest apprehension, hereby 
can do nothing for me. He must see me in the 
“ mortal strife” of that dreadful conflict and 
yet refuse to raise for me the voice of prayer.
An impenitent person cannot perform one of 
the simplest acts of kindness towards the most 
deeply necessitous. He may see a fellow be­
ing, and that one too his dearest friend, sinking 
into death, and in ghat moral state claiming all 
the agony of compassion and all the power of 
prayer. But he must stand aloof. The dying 
fi iend may implore his prayers in the most pa­
thetic earnestness. No! he cannot pray. He 
can see that soul in the direst extremity of hu­
man need—a need where prayer presents the 
only possible hope ot relief, yet no, he cannot 
pray!
Reader, it is unhappy—it is full of gu'At an.4 
full of danger for you to Jive in that state of 
moral feeling in which under any of the circum­
stances of life you should be compelled to ex­
claim—No! I cannot pray!
From the Sunday School Journal. 
VALUABLE TESTIMONY.
We are permitted to copy the following pas­
sages of a letter to one of the officers of the so­
ciety, from the Rev. Dr. Blackburn, of Illinois, 
who has spent the whole time of bis ministry in 
various parts of the western-states.
“ Having enjoyed the advantage of seeing 
the state of society in the west for nearly half a 
century, and noticing the changes it has un­
dergone, and the causes which operated in pro­
ducing the results, I have been peculiarly in­
terested to see the effects produced by the la­
bours of the Sunday-school Union. In the first 
place, its influence is telt in that portion of so­
ciety which must shortly give complexion to 
the whole community, in its social, political, re- 
ligious, and moral relations. The truths you 
communicate are such as lead the young mind 
off from the seductions of youthful vanity and 
selfish pleasures, and store it with sentiments 
calculated to qualify the soul for the ennobling 
pursuits of scientific improvements, and the 
elevating duties of piety: and thouglt Sabbath 
schools are widely extended in the west, (there 
being nearly 4000 in the great Valley;) yet it 
is not alone the direct effect on the pupils, 
thousands of whom have been taught the ele­
ments of literature, who in all probability would 
not have been taught without your aid; but 
you have also excited vast multitudes) who had 
neglected tlie knowledge of letters until they 
were ashamed to go to the Sunday school, to 
learn to read, that they might have the reading 
of the little books containing the history of 
scriptural facts.—I have known many families, 
the older parts of which had reached to the age 
of 20, who became able to read by the stimulus 
acquired from the younger branches at the 
Sabbath school, and many wfiowere of that age 
have gone into the schools in their letters. I 
can only say, that no Sabbath school, however 
small, has continued for only one year in a 
neighbourhood, and the state of society has not 
been materially bettered.”
CLERICAL SOCIETIES.
These associations, we perceive, are common 
in England and the United States, and when 
properly conducted, cannot but be highly com­
fortable and edifying both to ministers and peo­
ple and conducive to the best interests of the 
Church, Two of these Societies have been es­
tablished in this province during the present 
year, and are now inactive and (wq speak from 
our knowledge of them) useful operation. The 
first was formed, we believe, in January, and 
comprises the clergymen stationed at Annapo­
lis, Granville, Bridgetown, Alesford, and the 
united mission of Horton and Cornwallis. The 
other was formed in May, and includes the mis­
sionaries at Chester, Lunenburg, New Dublin, 
Liverpool, Shelburne, and St. Margaret's Bay. 
The rules of both are nearly the same, and we here 
subjoin a copy of those adopted by the Society 
last mentioned, for the information of our bre­
thren who may wish to establish similar associ­
ations.
Rules of the Clerical Society, commenced xt 
Lunenburg, N. S., on Wednesday, May 6lY>, 
1835, and comprising the Missions of St. Mar­
garet’s Bay, Chester, Lunenburg, New Dublin, 
Liverpool and Shelburne.
1. That the object of this Society shall be 
the promotion of clerical intercourse, the dis­
semination of religious knowledge in conformi­
ty to the doctrinesand discipline of the Church 
of England ; and in general, the advancement 
of the interests of that Church as established in 
this province:
2. 1 hat this Society shall meet at least once 
a year in each parish that may be under the
care of its members, at. such times as may be 
agreed upon; and that public notice- be always 
given of such meetings on the Sunday before.
3. I hat the proceedings of each meeting be 
conducted as follows:
1. Divine service, including the administra­
tion of the holy communion, shall be performed 
in the parish Church, and a sermon or sermons 
preached, on some subject connected with tho 
principles of the Church ; or the designs of the 
Society for the propagation of the Gospel in for­
eign parts.
2. The Society shall assemble at the bouse
of the missionary an hour before the com­
mencement of Divine service, and shall return 
from the church to the same place, where, al­
ter prayer to Almighty God for the influence 
of his Holy Spirit, they shall read together a 
portion of the New Testament in the Greek) 
making such remarks or comments upon tbe 
same as the subject may suggest. .
3. The members shall avail themselves 
th eir meeting, to communicate with each other, 
on all matteis of interest connected with their 
pastoral duties.
4. That a collection be made on each occa­
sion of Divine service, to be applied in aid 
Sunday schools, and such other local objects 
connected with the advancement of Christian 
knowledge, as to this Society shall seem proper-
i 5. lhat there be a book kept, in which the 
proceedings of this Society shall he recorded, 
and that if the Bishop of the diocese shallre'
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quire it, extracts from the minutes shall be trans­
mitted to his Lordship.
6. That this Society stands pledged to 
dissolve itself at the pleasure of the Diocesan.
7. That this Society earnestly commends itself 
to the direction and blessing of Almighty God 
through Jesus Christ our Lord.
l'he Society to which we belong held its first 
meeting in Lunenburg on the 6th and 7th of 
May—when six of the clergy were present and 
divine service was performed three times in town, 
and once at Mahone Bay. The next was at 
Chester, on the 17th and 18th of June, when 
four of the members only were enabled to at­
tend. Three fuW services were held in Ches­
ter, and one at Sherbrooke, twenty miles dis­
tant, where not many years ago the wild beasts 
of the forest were in undisturbed possession.— 
On this occasion we may safely say, that “ the 
wilderness and the solitary place was made 
glad.” The brethren next assembled at Liv­
erpool on thef^d and 3d September, six in num­
ber, and were again permitted to celebrate the 
worship of the Lord, three times-in the parish 
church, and once at the chapel at Eagle head.
On the 30th September and 1st October we 
met at New Dublin, but in consequence of 
unfavorable weather the first day, had but few 
hearers, to the great disappointment of the peo­
ple. Two services were performed in the church 
and two at stations seven miles distant on the
following day. The last meeting for the season 
took place at Shelburne on the 4th and 5th of 
November, in the venerable parish church, where 
we had the pleasure of performing Divine ser­
vice fouv times.
At every place, when not prevented by the 
state of the weather, and sometimes even when 
that was extremely unfavorable, the laity testifi­
ed their interest in our meetings, by a full se­
rious, and gratifying attendance; and many 
joined us in commemorating at the altar, the 
dying love of our common Redeemer. Many 
came around us and expressed the comfort they 
had enjoyed while engaged with us in the de­
lightful services of the sanctuary, and the hope 
that God would permit us to meet again in a 
similar way; and not a few expressed their as­
tonishment that what proved to he so good and 
so pleasant, had not been thought of long ago.
At Chester the interest and solemnity of the 
meeting were greatly increased by the circum­
stance of two adult females coming forward to
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Weekly Offerings.—This very simple and truly pri­
mitive plan of obtaining the contributions of the Chui dies 
to the great work which the Lord has given them to do, 
seems to be fast gaining the approbation of Episcopalians 
in Ohio. It requires no new machinery. It dispenses
with much that is old and cumbersome__ It obtains more
money, with far less trouble, expense and complaining. — It 
is eminently the plan for persons of slender means and 
small receipts—while in other respects it is adapted to the 
rich.
It has been set on foot in Harcourt Parish, Gambier, 
with every promise of entire success.
We have just heard from St. Philip’s Church, Circle­
ville, where it has been commenced with the prospect of 
its doubling their former contributions.
It is of great consequence that while the collections in 
the Churches are monthly, the “ laying by” at home should 
be done punctually “ every week.”
above inquiries, that after the agent, Mr. Weld, had pub­
lished and sent out his admirable Report, lie thought it to 
be bis duty to leave the service of the society for the pur­
pose of finishing bis own theological studies. The com­
mittee did not succeed in finding another person to take the 
agei cy, and those who took the lead became engaged in 
other things, with the idea that about as much had been 
done by the society as the public were piepared to* receive 
at present, until further experiments shall have furnished 
additional corroboration of the usefulness and practicability 
of combining manual labor with study.
JIr, Weld's Report remains as a permanent manual of 
facts and principles, so far as they were then developed— 
The number of these institutions is continually increasing, 
especially in the newer states, where land is cheaper and labor 
more productive. When the time shall come that appears 
to call tor a fresh effort, if the old committee do not revive 
themselves, we hope others will come forward to do the 
needful.
The Circular on another page, from Trinity Parish 
Newark, we hope will have the effect designed—to show j an^ day
how easily the salary voted to our Bishop by our last Con­
vention may be raised in the way there recommended__
Should the other parishes take hold of the matter, after 
the example here set them, much more than the requisite 
sum would be immediately obtained.
Several destructive fires (as we learn from the Cincinnati 
Journal) have recently taken place in Natchez, believed to 
be the work of incendiaries. The gambling gentry are 
supposed to be engaged in it, out of revenge for the sum­
mary treatment inflicted upon (Item at Vicksburgh and 
elsewhere. It is rumored, says a letter from Natchez, that 
they have threatened to burn every town on the Mississippi 
within six months. A strong patrol guards the city by
REPORT OF SCHOLARSHIP & DELINQUEN­
CIES
of the Students of Kenyon College and Preparatory Schools, 
from January 2d, to February 1, 1836.
citations of this nature, and believe them to be made in 
error: “ But. what then ? Notwithstanding every way, 
whether in ‘error or in truth, Christ is preached; and we 
therein do rejoice, yea, and will rejoice.”_ Ib.
j 1 he Catholic Herald gives us reason to believe that a 
l letter from Bishop Fenwick of Philadelphia, to Bishop 
; Smith of Kentucky, on the important subject of Christian 
j union, will appear in a few days. We believe that no es- 
| say of a theological nature has appeared in some tune 
• which has attracted such general attention as this of Bishop
Smith on Christian union. It has been republished or 
largely commented on in many of the religious journals, 
both Romanist and Unitarian, Baptist and Presbyterian. 
—Ib.
From the (Londoh) Christian Observer.
The last Report of his Majesty’s Commissioners for 
building churches, stated that four churches and chapels 
have been completed during tiie year, in which accommo­
dation has been provided for 4506 persons, including 2,310 
free seats to he appropriated to the use of the poof. In 
the whole, 212 churches atfd chapels have now been com­
pleted and provision made for 283,555 persons, including 
155,938 free seats, to be appropriaetd for the use of the 
poor. Five churches and chapels are in the course of buil­
ding, and plans for lour other chapels have been approved 
of. Several applieations nave been made to the Board by 
persons who have built, or who propose to build and endow 
chapels-, under the Act ot I and 2 William IV., c. 38; 
and in the following cases, being within the jurisdiction of 
the Board, the Commissioners propose granting the per­
petual patronage to the person or persons respectively buil­
ding and endowing- the same, their jieirs and assigns—viz 
Bude in Cornwall; Fareham, in Hants; Mincham, in 
Staffordshire; Levens, in Westmoreland; Ivy-Bridge, in 
Devon; Ettingshail, in Staffordshire; Braythay, in Lan­
cashire; ’Southend, in Essex ; and Edgebaston, in War­
wickshire. The exchequer-bills issued amount to 1,500,- 
000.
London Ctry Mission—In the London Record of Dec. 
10th we find a report of the first public meeting of the 
London City Mission Society. This society was formed a 
few months since for the support of paid lay-agents, whose 
whole time is employed in visiting the poor in London, and 
discharging the various duties which are assumed by tract 
distributors in this city. The meeting was Very numer­
ously attended at the Music hall in Bedford-square. on 
Monday, December 7th. by members of the various evan- , 
gelieal denominations, The lion, and Rev. Baptist Noel i 
was called to the chair. From their report it-appeared that 
since the formation of the society in May last, 67 individ­
uals bad made application to’be employed as agents, of 
whom 15 had been appointed, and 10 had been laboring 
in the districts assigned them in different parts of the me­
tropolis. It is estimated that 400 agents will be necessary 
to .supply the wants of London. The sum needed to sup­
port them, at j£60 each, will he £24,000 a sum only a lit­
tle exceeding that which is raised by the London branch of 
a single foreign missionary society. 'The managers intend
The public mind to some extent has been enlightened__
Men of all occupations-and professions have been brought 
to think upon the subject—and the more it has been thought 
upon, the deeper has been the good impression made on the 
mind. Farmers and Mechanics, merchants and men of 
literature and science—physicians and lawyers, jurors and 
judges, senators and representatives, all, all who have ever 
examined the subject, have become the friends of Tem­
perance; and it is believed, that there are at the present 
time hut few places in the State of Ohio where it is not an 
honor to he culled a Temperance Ulan. There are those, it 
is true who hate Temperance with all their heart and 
strength, but few only are left who openly oppose it, and 
fewer still, who dare ridicule it.
The Executive Committee continued to employ Wool­
sey Wells, Esq,, as a fiscal Agent, to raise moneys for the 
establishment of a permanent Temperance fund, until the 
16th of June last, when he resigned. At the date of his 
resignation the permanent fund stood as follows:—For the 
year 1836, $302. For the year 1837, $301. Tor the 
year 1838, $292. Tor the year 1839, $292—payable on 
the 1st ot December annually. From this statement it 
appears that there is now due from various subscribers in 
different sections of the State the sum of $302, most of 
which it is believed will he paid on demand, hut some ex­
pense must necessarily be incurred in making the collec­
tion.
According to the Report of the Treasurer, the Society 
is now in debt about $76, which taken from the permanent 
fund for 1836, makes the nominal sum of $226, which, 
deducting the cost of collection, constitutes the sum total 
ot available means under the control of the Executive 
Committee for the ensuing year. It is obvious that from 
such limited resources little permanent good can he expect­
ed.
On the 26th day of May last the Executive Committee 
engaged Thomas Cox, Esq , of Wooster, as a Temperance 
Agent, to travel from place to place—to deliver Temper­
ance Lectures—form new Societies, and animate and en­
courage old ones. Thus far Mr. Cox has been confined 
principally to the Eastern and South-eastern counties of 
this Ntute.
The Executive Committee arc exceedingly anxious that 
this agency should he sustained. They regard it as one of 
the most efficient means that can he employed in the pro­
motion of the cause of Temperance, and it is earnestly 
hoped that it will not he permitted to die for want of sus­
tenance. The Committed are fully satisfied that an agent 
ought to be kept in the field during the whole of the en­
suing year, and they hope some effectual appeals will be 
made to the friends for encouragement and support.
From present appearances, it is believed that the 2em- 
perance Advocate, published under the direction of the Ex­
ecutive Committee, will sfistain itself tluring the present 
year, and that its publication will be continued after the 
expiration of the present volume. The number of sub­
set ihers is about 5000, and is gradually increasing. It is, 
however, in need of help.
In conclusion, the Committee are happy to give it as 
their opinion that the cause of Temperance is on the ad­
vance in the State of Oiiio. A great work, however, yet
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then adopted) has called upon all her children, to rise up
as with the spirit of one man, for the evangelization of the 
world. She has made this call in a wav and manner, 
which 1 am confident few of her household will feel them­
selves at liberty to disregard—still less to slight by turn­
ing a deaf ear to her voice—or withholding a willing hand 
from her help. She considers each membe 
munion, in virtue of his baptismal vows
undertaken obligations to do what God shall enable him 
that the “comfortable gospel of Christ may be truly preach­
ed in all places, to the breaking down the kingdom of sin, 
satan and death.” To this end s ie asks her children every 
where to he instant and fervent in prayer to God to pour 
out the grace of his Spirit for the increase of true religion 
piety and virtue among men—she asks them, to beseech the 
great “Lord of the harvest, to send forth laborers into the 
fields now white unto harvest,” and she asks that each as 
God hath prospered him,” will contribute cheerfully of 
his substance, whatever his sense of duty shall prescribe, 
for the sending and maintaining of missionaries in the des­
titute portions of our own country and of heathen lands.
Already have many of our sister dioceses, taken measure
A Good Suggestion.—Since the Legislature have seen 
fit to abolish the office of Chaplain for the Ohio Peniten­
tiary, a writer in the Cincinnati Journal suggests the duty 
of Christians contributing to this object., and asks, “Can­
not some wealthy Christians give four or five hundred dol­
lars to support some devoted minister in the prison ?”— 
What, we ask, will Episcopalians do in such a case? If 
an appropriation were made from our Diocesan Missionary 
Society, would our brethren in Columbus, or elsewhere 
make up the sum requisite?
Diocese of Tennessee__ We have been favored with a
pastoral letter from the Bishop of this Diocese addressed 
to the ministers and members of the Church in Tennessee 
in reference to the duty of promoting the gospel. We 
trust it will be responded to, in abundant zeal and “good 
works” from that interesting portion of our Zion. We ha\ e 
room only for a single extract.
Hie Church actin'; m the spirit of the original command DtoiiLV 1.1 mwciu ib isuiuib! vu.imiK mi vu It) ° , , C, . ,, .j {, , , . lot our Lord to his apostles, ‘ Go ye into all tile world anddedicate themselves to their God at the baptis- pveatb the GospvV J e ’creatJe)» 5v her hlte proeced. 
mat font, with every appearance of being duly ings ill general convention—(proceedings marked by a de
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then assumed. The service was performed at
the time pointed out in the rubric, and thus 
was witnessed by the whole congregation.
It.was likewise at 111 e altar of the same Church 
that the interesting spectacle presented itself 
of several very aged persons advancing with 
trembling limbs and feeble steps, to be strength­
ened and refreshed once more at the “ most 
comfortable sacrament of the body and blood” of 
their Saviour* One of these, who could not 
approach without assistance, nor bend her aged 
knees without support, oit being asked “the num­
ber of the days of the years of her pilgrimage,” 
replied in the broad dialect of her native land, 
which length of absence has not removed,
“ auchty aught (88) years has the Lord spared 
me,” adding with evidently heartfelt fervor,
“Oh sirs, but. this has been a real refreshing 
day to my poor soul! the like I ne’er expect 
to see again.” At every place similar satisfac­
tion was expressed.
While we hope we may gather from eviden­
ces like this that our meetings have been bless­
ed by God to the edifying of his church, we 
speak from personal experience when we say 
that they have been eminently comfortable to 
ourselves, and have drawn closer than before, 
the bonds of love by which we are united to 
our Church and to each other. Strengthened 
by mutual counsel and mutual prayer, we have 
Btparated to our respective fields of labor, 
clothed as it were with fresh energy, and re­
solved to devote ourselves with new ardor to 
the great work in which we are engaged.
We are not able to offer any account of the 
meetings of the other clerical society, which we 
understand, have been regularly held; but we 
doubt not they have been found as edifying as 
our own. That so they may continue, and be 
blessed to the good of our respected brethren 
and their Hocks,is our earnest prayer.— Colonial 
Churchman.
SEVEN SEASONS OF SILENCE.
From Caryl on Job, xiii. 5.
1. It is never in season to speak, till we have 
a call.
2. It is a season to be silent, when we are not 
rightly informed upon the question to which we 
must speak.
3. When we know the state of a question yet 
we must not speak without suitable prepara­
tion, either actual or habitual.
4. It is a season to be silent, when what we 
speak is likely to be a snare untoourseives.
5. As it is a season for silence when the pas­
sions and corruptions of others are excited, so 
we are to be silent when it is thus with our­
selves.
6. It is a season for silence, when men are 
not capable of attending to what we speak.
7. It is a season for silence, when what we 
speak may be a grief and burden to the spirits 
of any, especially of those that are already af­
flicted.
SEVEN SEASONS OF SPEAKING.
From Caryl on Job, xiii, 5.
L When by speaking we may bling glory to 
God, and do good to our bretbern.
2. When we have an opportunity to vindicate 
the honor and truth of God,
3. W hen we may relieve the credit of a broth­
er that is wronged.
4. When by speaking we maj* instruct or di­
rect those that are ignorant.
5. W7hen we may comfort and support those 
that are weak.
• 6. When we may resolve snd settle those that 
are in doubt.
7. When we mav duly reprove and convince 
those that do evil.
At such times as these we ought to speak; for 
then to be silent, is our sin and weakness.
Id true repentance the soul makes full and 
firm resolutions of new obedience and amend­
ment of life, and such as are ready to issue out 
into action, and this through the grace, power, 
and assistance of the divine Spirit.—-Beverly.
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Notice.
An adjourned meeting of the Stockholders of the Western 
Protestant Episcopal Press, will take place at Gambier on 
Saturday, the 13th inst. at 2 o’clock, P. M.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Church in the West—A subscriber, who has lately 
emigrated to Michigan, takes occasion, in a letter to the 
Editor, to state some particulars in relation to the church 
which are not without interest. lie left home with the
, earnest desire that Providence would so direct his steps 
to carry into exeetution this recommendation, of the chief that hu mig,lt bcwnle nu)re usefu| to tbe Church as well 
council of the Church. I trust, Brethren, that this diocese ■ 3S to Ms family: on the 2d of August he sojourned at Te-
will not he behind others, in zeal to practice what the uni­
ted wisdom of all commends. I would, that your readi­
ness to meet the call made upon you, may give me occasion 
to “boast of you” in this behalf. If your united contribu­
tions for the noble objects contemplated by the General 
Convention, in reference to Domestic and Foreign missions 
shall equal, this year, the amount which the domestic com­
mittee have appropriated for the same time, to the support 
of missions in this diocese, I shall devoutly thank God, 
and he encouraged to hope, that I have neither laboured 
in vain, nor preached in vain among you.
In the Churchman we find an extract from Bishop 
Otey’slate address to the Convention, from which we select 
a paragraph on the subject of education in that diocese.
Among many other interesting and important matters 
which will claim the attention of this Convention, 1 deem 
it highly proper to call up to your notice the subject of ed­
ucation, both as it respects provision to he made for furnish­
ing to the children of Episcopalians, as well as others who 
desire it, proper facilities for acquiring a knowledge of the 
arts and sciences usually taught in colleges, as likewise for 
affording to those who may become candidates for orders, 
more ample advantages than we can at present offer. I 
would willingly enter into a full exposition of my views on 
this subject, hut the prevalence of but one opinion among 
us as to the expediency of such an object, and the great 
advantages to he derived from the adoption of such mea­
sures, renders such an exposition perhaps unnecessary, and 
would hardly justify my trespassing on your time and at­
tention. It is only necessary to state here that a project 
has been set on foot by the friends of the Church in the 
States of Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana, for found­
ing and endowing a Protestant Episcopal college, to be 
situated at some suitable place near the south-western 
boundary of this State; and that so far, the scheme has 
been attended with very encouraging earnest of success. It 
belongs to this Convention, representing the interests of 
the Church in this Diocese, to take such order on this sub­
ject as in its wisdom it may deem most proper.
Libkart of the General Theological Seminary.— 
The Committee appointed for the increase of the library 
in this Institution have published the result of their do­
ings in the Churchman. The following is the substance of 
their report.
They have attended to the duties intrusted to them, and 
have great pleasure in reporting successively—First, That 
by liberal money donations of individuals, aided by a be­
quest of the late Mrs. Margaret Pendleton, and a gener­
ous donation from the Vestry of Trinity Church, they 
have been enabled to raise or secure being paid the sum of 
ten thousand 'dollars for that purpose; which, being upon 
conditions with a view to the permanent endowment of the 
library, they herewith refer to the accompanying commu­
nication from the contributors of the same for the requisite 
action of the Board of Trustees upon it.
Secondly, That the donations of books for the same pur­
pose have also been considerable, and in some instances 
highly valuable.
During the seminary year, ending the 23d June last, 
they received 43 folio, 21 quarto, 127 octavo.
Since 23d June, 39 folio, 26 quarto, 293 octavo.
Total in Library, 23d June, 804 folio, 668 quarto, 2599 
octavo.
1836, January 1,843 folio, 694 quarto, 2892 octavo.
June 23, total volumes 4071.
January 1, 1836, total, 4476. In addition to which are 
the publications of the Royal Asiatic Translation Fund of 
London, which are not yet entered on the catalogues 
amounting to between forty and fifty. All which is respect­
fully submitted. G. W. Doane,
John McVickar,
. H. Anthon,
January 13, 1836. Committee.
Manual Labor.—Our inquiries on this subject in a late 
number of the Observer have elicited the following re­
marks from the New-York Evangelist; —
As we had tho honor of a connection with the Manual La­
bor Soc ietv, we will take it upon tft to say, in reply to the
cumseh, and was present in the new church (luring those 
scenes which the Rev. Mr. O’Brien so beautifully describes 
in the October number of the Record. Sunday, Septem­
ber 6, he spent at Juliet, to which place his attention was 
directed by the article in the Churchman of June 20, 
headed “To Episcopalians wishing to emigrate to Illinois.” 
Here he became a quainted with Dr. Browne, the author 
of that notice, whose family he describes as zealous Epis­
copalians, and to whom he attributes much credit for the 
interest excited in behalf of Juliet, as a missionary station 
of the Church. “Great indeed he adds is the moral des­
olation of that vast region: our eastern brethren, though 
they may hear much, can scarcely conceive the fact; my 
own eyes and ears have made me too painful a witness of 
what my imagination could not reach. “Surely,” he adds 
“could the truth he known, much of the apathy which has 
rested on some of the eastern churches would be effectually 
dispelled.”
The place which our correspondent finally selected as 
his residence, and from which he addresses us, is Adrian, 
Lenawee county, Michigan Territory, which is about for­
ty miles west of Munroe, and ten miles south west of Te­
cumseh • Here he knew of no Churchman except his part­
ner, who came with him from Munroe. We shall now 
leave the writer to tell his own story; merely expressing
, the hope'that such instances of zealous attachment to the ! 
Churelt-may not be suffered to pass without encouragement j
I aud reward.
“We have occasionally attended church at Tecumseh, I 
j but this is rendered difficult by the distatice and state of
the roads. On the first Sunday after Christmas the Rev. 
Mr Lystfcr held an afternoon service at the Baptist room 
in this village, which was crowded with an attentive au­
dience, most of whom probably heard the Episcopal ser ■
. vice for the first time. Mr. Lyster was much encouraged,
! advising us to organize a parish, hut decline ! giving us 
any stated service on account of his engagements at Te­
cumseh and Clinton ; at which last place he has erected 
a chapel at hjs own expense. We were somewhat disap-
! pointed at not finding him able to hold service with us oc- 
! casionallv, as there is no other Episcopal clergyman nearer 
1 than Munroe. 1 do not hesitate to say that this is the 
most flourishing and important inland place in the Terri­
tory, the railroad being nearly finished from this to Lake 
i Erie. The Presbyterian Society have a small house and 
a preacher. The B iptists and Methodists'contemplate buil­
ding during the present year. And where is.our Church,
I with all her wealth, her learned and pious clergy, her zeal­
ous and philanthropic laymen? Not idle, not unconcern­
ed, it is true ; but perhaps hitherto uninformed’ of so im- 
portaht a station in this section of the country. We now 
j ask your prayers, your counsel, and advice; not merely as
1 individuals, Unit in behalf of our beloved Church and her 
sacred ordinances. We have conversed with several indi-
! viduals on the subject of a church in this place, and find 
| many that would give, and do not doubt but a lot would be 
given by a company who have recently laid off' an addition 
to the village. We do not think that the requisite amount 
i could be obtained here; and’thence recurs the question,
! What shall we do? What steps shall we take? We are 
young, of small means, and stand almost alone. We have 
been much gratified by the interest taken in behalf of the 
West, in the consecration of the ‘missionary bishop,’ and 
thrice welcome the day on which the Church has so warm­
ly espoused the missionary cause. May we not soon ex­
pect to see an increasing interest in behalf of our own 
Territory. 1 do not doubt but one-halt of the requisite 
sum for the support of a clergyman could be raised forth­
with, if one could be sent to us; for which we will hope and 
pray.”— Churchman.
Bishop Chase writes to 3 friend in this city that he is 
like to succeed in the object of his visit to England to a 
degree far exceeding bis most sanguine expectations,— 
Monied men have offered to give him $50,000 to build his 
seminary on lands which they will purchase, besides build­
ing on the said lands a church and a school-house in every 
township.
However much we may question the propriety of making 
direct application for monied assistance to the British pub­
lic, we cannot be insensible to the benefits resulting from a 
theological seminary in the heart of such a State as Illi­
nois, and the establishment of a church and school-house 
in every township. We are opposed in principle to soli -
must not sleep at their post. The enemy is vigilant and 
powerful. lie is discomfited not vanquished, l’he strong 
man armed still keepeth his place, and he that is stronger 
has yet to overcome him and take from him his armour 
in which he trusts,
Mv.THonrsTs inLibkria.—Minutes of t}ie Liberia Annual it ,, m, , [i.Rsoi.t hons.J
Conference for 1835.—The following are among the ques- ' Resolved, That the complete success of the lemperanco
tions proposed at.lie last meeting of the Contbrence. i ’ elormation depends on the cordial co-operation and active
9. Who have been expelled from the connexion this ! )he loungMenot the country,
ar? None. i Resolved, That the onward progress of the Tempera
it was developed, we regard, this as one of the most impor­
tant and promising enterprises in which Christians in Lon­
don have ever engaged.—N. Y. Obs.
ye r :
this10. Who have withdrawn from the connexion 
year? None.
11. Were all the preachers’ characters examined ? 
This was strictly attended to by calling over the names
before the conference.
12. Who have died this year 1 None.
What number are in society ?
Monrovia,
Millsburg, ...
Caldwell,
New-Georgia,
Edina, ...
13.
77
18
48
36
25
Total, 204
(The increase of members cannot be ascertained, the 
number in society last year not appearing on tilt minutes 
of the Conference.)—Boston Recorder.
Mr. Barnes has in preparation a commentary on the 
hook of Isaiah, to be published by Leavitt & Co.—Ecang.
S U M MARY
Ohio State Temperance Society--- The Annual Meeting
of this Society was held at the Episcopal Church in Colum­
bus, on the 12th of January, and Wits opened with prayer 
by the Rev. Mr. Cressey.
The following officers were elected fur 1836.
ROBERT LUCAS, President.
GUSTAVUS SWAN, Vice President.
J. G. MILLER, Corresponding Secretary.
T. R. C R E S S E Y. Recording Secretary• 
executive committee.
M. 15. CUSHING,
J. R. SWAN,
L. REYNOLDS,
A. BACKUS,
I’. B. WILCOX.
EDITORIAL committee.
D. MERRIL,
L. L. HAM LINE,
I’. B. WILCOX.
J. IIOGE,
W, PRESTON, 
E. W. SEHON, 
T. R. CRESSEY,
N. M. MILLER,
O. CROSBY,
J. R. SWAN,
M. JEWETT,
M. WALKER,
MANAGERS.
D. C. ALLEN,
W. U. RAPER.
J. E. CHAPLIN, 
J. HULBERT,
L. COX,
N. ALLEN,
J. OLDS,
C. C. CONVERS,
M. BURROWS.
Report of Executive Committee. — In presenting their an­
nual Report, the Executive Committee of the Ohio State 
Temperance Society, beg leave, in the first instance, to re­
cur to the cheering fact, that the efforts of the friends of 
Temperance in general, continue to receive the peculiar, 
the decided blessings ot Divine Providence. Not ten 
years ago the American Temperance Society was formed at 
Boston At that time, there were, at a moderate esti­
mate, 400,000 drunkards in the United States, and be­
tween three and four millions in the habitual use of ardent 
spirits, and consequently in the direct road to ruin. In 
1824, there were imported into the United States 5,285, 
000 gallons of ardent spirits. In 1830, 1,195,000. In 
1832, there were in the United States more than 1,500,000 
tee-totallers, i. e. persons abstaining wholly from the use of 
ardent spirits, and from furnishing it for the use of others. 
More than 4,000 Temperance Societies were formed, em­
bracing upwards of 500,000 members: more than 4.500 
Distillers have been stopped, aud more than 4,500 drunk­
ards have been reclaimed. It is probable that more than 
20,000 persons are now sober, who, had it not been for the 
Temper mce Reformation, would have been sots; and 20,- 
OliO families are now in ease and comfort, without a drunk­
ard to disturb them, that would otherwise have been redu­
ced to poverty and misery; and 500,tjOO children are saved 
from the dreadful influences of drunken parents; and 200,- 
000 from the parental influence which tended to make 
them drunkards. The Temperance cause is also rapidly 
gaining ground in the old world.—England is awake. A 
voice is heard from Ireland and Scotland, and even from 
France. The cause is flourishing in Sweden. A Tem­
perance paper is published semi-monthly at Stockholm.— 
The Prince Royal of Sweden is a President of a Temper­
ance Society, and has issued his proclamation calling the 
attention of all classes of people to the subject. A Tem­
perance Society is established at Berlin in Prussia; and 
even in the polar dominions of the Autocrat, the public 
ntind is awakening to the horrors of Intemperance. Fa­
vorable reports are also received from Asia—from Calcutta 
Burma!), Malacca, China, New Holland and Ceylon. 
Such is the genera! progress of the cause of Temperance 
throughout the civilized world; and who can doubt hut 
that the means and efforts thus expended are continually 
receiving the blessings of Him, who turneth the hearts of 
Princesand people as the rivers of water are turned. Nor 
are we without encouragement in our own State. It is a 
sad truth, that much has been left undone that ought to 
have been done; and a fearful responsibility rests some­
where. Still, however, a good deal has been accomplished.
anco
reformation greatly depends on the union of zeal, and pru­
dence in the conduct of its friends.
Resolved, That the Temperance reformation should ba 
urged forward with untiring efforts, because of the debas­
ing influence exerted by alchohol upon the natural and 
moral powers of the mind.
Resolved, That in order to secure the complete triumph 
of the Temperance reformation it is indispensably neces­
sary to secure the continued influence of the ornament, as 
weil as the strength of creation.
Resolved, That it is of great importance to sustain Agents 
who shall lecture on Temperance in every part of the State: 
and therefore this meeting will now contribute at least 500 
dollars for this purpose; and it is urgently recommended to 
every Temperance Society to contribute in like manner at 
the simultaneous meeting on the last Tuesday of February 
next.
These Resolutions were spoken to in order, by Mr. Jew- 
itt, Mr. MeGuffie, Mr. Cressey, Mr. Sheldon, and Mr. 
Lewis, and were adopted unanimously.
Upon the passage of the last Resolution, the gentlemen 
present proceeded to raise the funds proposed, and 700 dol­
lars were immediately contributed ; whereupon the Society 
adjourned.— Temperance Advocate.
'Theological Institution, East Windsor, Connecticut. —This 
Theological Institution has gone into operation. It has 3 
Professors,- and 26 students: a very good beginning. A 
building 4 stories high has been erected, containing rooms 
to accommodate 52 students: the rooms arc furnished with 
all the necessary furniture except bed clothes. The Insti­
tution has already a Library of 3000 Volumes; also a farm 
of 60 acres; and a shop of tools for manual labor. Tui­
tion, room rent, and Library free. Board in families 1,25 
to 1,50 per week__ Poston Recorder.
I Mediation of England. — We hope that the news which 
; ,we bear through the Baltimore papers, of Saturday, of tho 
| acceptance by our Government ot the proposed mediation 
: of England, is ti tle. All the papers of that city concur in 
. expressions of confidence in the truth of the report. Tho 
National Intelligencer confirms the rumor that the des­
patches, brought by the Pantaloon, relate to this subject.
The Intelligencer of Saturday confirms the above re­
port.—Political Arena.
The Charleston papers received by to-day’s Southern
mail, abound in interesting details of events in Florida*_
We.give as full an abstract as our time will allow of. It 
will he seen that the situation of Florida is indeed critical. 
Prompt as have been the measures adopted hv the noble 
hearted citizens of Charlestori, Savannah and Augusta, tho 
relief may not have arrived in time to prevent deplorable 
events.
On the arrival of the United States’ troops at St. Au­
gustine, the militia, under Major Putnam, were sent to the 
south to bring in provisions from the plantations. They 
were attacked on the 13lh ult. at Dun Lawton, the seat of 
Mrs. Anderson, by a superior force, and although in some 
measure protected by negro houses, after a battle of one 
hour, were forced to retreat, hotly pursued by the Indians, 
Major Putnam and seventeen of his men were wounded. 
He reports that, without reinforcement*., he would not be 
able to maintain his position. The Indians were increas­
ing in numbers and daring. The greatest alarm prevailed 
at St. Augustine after this skirmish.
The arrival at Key West of the U. S. frigate Constel­
lation and sloop of War-------- , had rendered all safe in
that quarter— Ib.
More Indian Difficulties—We are indebted to a gentle­
man ot this eitv (says the Savannah Georgian of the 26th 
inst.) for the use of a letter addressed to him, and dated 
Colupibus Geo., January 20th. The letter states that a 
plan of the Creek Indians, supposed to be friendly, to fire 
the city ot Columbus, and attack it during the confusion, 
has just been discovered, by the confession of a half-breed 
named Marshal. Great excitement had been created and 
prompt measures for safety adopted.—Ib.
Mr. Eli Taylor, late publisher of the Western Month­
ly, has got out the first number of a new periodical, 
which he entitles “The Family Magazine.” It is a 
neat imperial octavo, of forty pages. It contains a fine 
variety of reading matter, and is embellished with vari­
ous well-executed wood cuts. I welve numbers a year, 
for one dollar and fifty cents, payable in advance. — Cin­
cinnati Mirror.
The Cotton Factory of Mr. Whitney, in the Parish of 
St. Tammany, Louisiana, turns out three hundred and 
ninety-six yards of white domestics per day. At the 
factory, a yard of cloth is given for a pound of cotton.
The Charleston Courier of the 22d Jan. says_ “Many
of our peach trees are again in bloom, and will probablv 
continue to bloom on until the commencement of the new 
year. A few days since, two good sized apples were band­
ed its, plucked from a tree on Charleston Neck, which had 
previously twice matured its fruit during the past season.”
lhe Council of King’s College, London, has been sin­
gularly happy in the choice of its professors. The last 
elected, Mr. Preston, the Professor of Law, stated in his 
opening lecture, that he had taught 300 pupils (one of 
whom was the late professor) and had had under his im­
mediate consideration 70,000 cases. His (flection is likely 
to raise very highly the reputation of the cpllega in this
department. _
■ 1NG.
The rosy light is dawning 
Upon the mountain's brow ;
It is the Sabbath morning—
Arise and pay thy vow.
Lift up thy voice to heaven 
In sacred praise and prayer,
While unto thee is given 
The light of life to share.
ulscape lately shrouded 
one’s paler ray, 
luteous and unclouded 
Before the eye of day:
So let our souls benighted 
Too long in folly’s shade,
By thy kind smiles be lighted 
To joys that never fade.
O see those waters, streaming 
In crystal purity;
While earth with verdure teeming, 
Gives rapture to the eye!
Let rivers of salvation 
In larger currents How,
‘Till ev’ry tribe and nation 
Their healing virtues know.
The b
By wt 
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cept the King of Portugal and the King of Bavaria, and 
Bernadotte the King of Sweden. The entire number ot­
her descendants then living was 316, and they were all, i„. 
eluding the Duke of Reichstadt (Young Napoleon) witi,' 
in the line of succession to the British throne.
O sir, I am not sick enough for that, but I 
was thinking a tea-spoonful of brandy or gin 
might relieve me, as I stripped it all at once.
‘ Indeed, sir,’ said the uncomplying physi- 
I cannot give "you this advice, for having- 
made so many drunkards in the former part of 
my practice, I have determined never to advise 
ardent spirits as a medicine so long as I live. 
—Juv. Reformer.
bv that pledge which has been kept 
ol years, the son has probably been saved front 
a drunkard's grave and a drunkard s hell.
Eut for some time after J. S. became a tern-
he was wholly regardless of the ctan 
ialvatijn of his soul, H‘»«
What a fine thing it would bo It 
No sooner said than done. R 
grow slender and small, his horns droj 
his hoofs turned back into claws again, his back 
became sleek and shining, and he found himself; perate man,
a beautiful black dog, with hanging ears and a salvation f l..„ ----- ^Kmtinn ho was
curled tail, and an elegant brass collar about | fane, and by interest an ln means of grace, 
his neck. most entirely secluded from all means ot grace
Rollo ran about the streets very happily for In the winter ol - > ie SP^. . company
half an hour, and then went home. The dream time far in the woods, engaged w , y
seemed to change its scene, here, and Rollo of men in getting out l^beT;
found himself in. a beautiful yard belonging to. He had bunt a log ca in «1 L 1 never 
the house where his master lived. He went , where he and his men ate and slept 
home hungry, and they gave him a bone to cat. j prayed. I he Rev. Mr. •10 nhtained“What,” said Rollo to himself, “nothing but a ' ing to save souls by all possible me , med
bone!” He gnawed it for a while, thinking, permission to get out into the lumner vo 
however, that it was rather hard fare, and then ' and preach a lecture some evening at tne s lan 
began to think of going to bed. T here was no
From Abbott’s Religious Magazine. 
HOLLO’S DREAM.
One day Rollo’s mother wanted him to do 
some errand for her. He went on one reluc­
tantly, but when she gave him another he mur­
mured aloud. “Oh,” said he, “I wish I did not 
have so many errands to do. What a hard life 
I lead?"
This gave his mother pain, and he saw it.— 
When he got back from this errand she told 
him there was nothing more for him to do.— 
Rollo went and stood at the door a few minutes 
to see if there were any boys out there. But 
there were none, so he took a story hook in his 
hand, and went down into the garden, and took 
his scat in the little arbor which his father had 
made for him, and began to read.
The arbor reminded him of his parent's kind­
ness, and this made him feel unhappy, to think 
of his unwillingness to help his mother. These 
thoughts troubled him, and so he could not at­
tend to his hook. Presently he got lost in a 
reverie—his book dropped over upon his lap. 
Ill’s head gradually sunk down, and he fell fast 
asleep.
While he slept, he dreamed. Rollo dreamed 
that he lived in a small house, a great many miles 
away arid that his mother was there alone with 
him. She asked him one day to go and get a 
pail of water. “Oh,” said he, “I wish I did not 
have so much water to bring—what a hard life 
I lead!”
He dreamed that just then he saw a cat lying 
down in the sun by the door. She seemed to 
have nothing to do. “Oh,” thought Rollo,
“ how I wish I were a cat. It would be such a 
fine thing to be a cat."
No sooner had he said this than he felt some 
how or other a strong desire to get down on his 
hands and knees—he found himself growing 
smaller and smaller—his fingers became sharp 
claws, and in short Rollo dreamed that he was 
turning into a cat.
He walked about a minute or two, stretched 
himself, mewed anti purred, to ascertain that he 
was really a cat and then laid down again in 
the sun to go to sleep. As he shut his eyes he 
said to himself, purring, “ How glad I am that 
I have no more water to bring. What a fine 
thing it is he a cat.”
Pretty soon he waked up and was hungry.— 
His first thought was to go to his mother as 
usual, for some bread and butter. He went in 
and looked piteously up into his mother’s face, 
and mewed. She did not mind him. He mew­
ed louder. She paid him no attention. Then 
he went to making a louder noise, as cats can, 
when necessary. His mother went and opened 
the door, and took the brush and drove him out 
saying as he went, “scat."
Rollo then thought he must go and catch 
solne mice or starve. So he went down cellar 
and posted himself before a little hole in the wall. 
He waited here an hour, and at length a little 
mouse peeped out. Rollo darted his paw out 
at him, but he missed him, and the mouse drew 
back into his hole where he was safe. Rollo 
waited many hours longer, but no mouse came. 
“ This is worse than bringing water,” thought 
he. “I wish I could get something to eat.— 
What a hard life I lead!”
Just then he heard, that is, he dreamed he 
heard, aloud noise, moo-o-o, in the yard. He 
scampered up, hungry as he was, to see what 
was the matter.— It was the cow, lowing to 
be milked. She looked full and large, as if she 
had as much as she could eat.
“ In the green fields all day,” thought hun­
gry Rollo, “with nothing to do but eat and 
drink and then lie down under the trees. Oh, 
how I wish I were a cow!”
He had no sooner said these words than he 
found himself growing very large. He felt 
something coming out of his forehead—he put 
his paw up though with difficulty for his paw 
was growing into a large stiff leg, and he found 
that horns were coming. By the time his leg 
was down again it was changed entirely, and 
had a hoof at the end. He was becoming a 
cow. lie lashed his sides with his tail and walk­
ed about eating the grass in the yard, till he had 
satisfied his hunger, and then he said to him­
self, “ How much better this is than watching 
for mice all day, ina dark cellar! Oil, it is a fine 
thing to be a cow.”
After milking, they led Rollo into the barn, 
put a halter round his neck, and tied him in a 
dark, unpleasant stall. Have I got to stay tied 
up here till morning?” thought Rollo. It was 
even so.
The next morning they drove him off to pas­
ture. The boys beat him with a stick on the 
way, but he was so great and clumsy that he
could neither escape nor defend himself, 
the Odd the fliesbita.nl stung hi, 
he could brush offSOmo .u__
b< ■gan to 
>ed off,
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bed for him however, for his master came and 
took hold of his collar, and then led him along 
toward a post in the yard, where he chained him 
and throwing his bone down by his side, left 
him to watch for the thieves.
Rollo had a bad-night. ’Tis true no thieves 
came, but he was all the time afraid they would 
come, and at every little noise he woke up and 
growled. Thus disturbed and chilled by the 
cool air of night; he passed his hours restlessly 
and miserably. “Ah!” said he, “dogs do not 
have so pleasant a life as I supposed. What a 
hard way this is to get a living!”
At this moment he heard a great many per­
sons coming along; he started up and barked, for 
it was very early; though beginning to be light. 
A number of men were leading a huge animal 
along. It was an elephant. They were taking 
him into town for a show, and they came in ear­
ly, so that nobody should see him without pay­
ing.
“That’s the life for me,” said Rollo. “What 
a gentleman of an animal an elephant is—he 
has a dozen men to wait upon him. Hah! old 
Longside, what a happy fellow you' must be.— 
Oh, if I was only an elephant!”
As soon as lie had said this he could feel his 
nose lengthening into a slender trunk, his body 
swelled out to a great size, his feet grew large, 
and his black shining skin turned into a coarse, 
rough, grey hide—and lie found himself walking 
along the road, with a man. on his head.
He arrived at the great stable where he was 
to be exhibited; thinking that it is was an ad­
mirable thing to be an elephant. They gave 
him something to eat, and soon the men and 
boys came in to see him. For half an hour he 
had a fine time, walking around, carrying boys 
about on his tusks—taking his keeper’s head in­
to his mouth—picking up nuts and pieces of gin­
gerbread with the finger and thumb at the end 
of his proboscis, laying down and rising again at 
the keeper’s command. Pretty soon, however, 
begot tired, and when the keeper ordered him 
to lay down, he concluded that he would not 
get up again. But the keeper taught him by 
blows that he was not his own master, if he was 
a gentleman.
New troops of starers kept coming in, and 
Rollo got tired out completely with going over 
and over again the same evolutions. He could 
hardly stand at last, and when they left him for 
the night and he laid down to try to rest, and 
he reflected that it must be just so to-morrow, 
and the next day, and so on as long as he lived, 
he was almost in despair. “Oh,” said he, “how 
foolish I was to wish to be an elephant! I had 
rather be any thing else. What a hard life I 
lead 1”
And then such a window as this to look out 
of, after my hard day’s work;” said he, as he 
turned his eyes upward toward a little square 
hole in the stable wall. “What a window for 
an elephant’s residence!”
As lie looked out of this hole, his eye rested 
upon a green tree growing in a garden behind 
the wall. A bird was perched upon a branch, 
singing an evening song.
“ Ah, you little bird, what a happy time you 
must have there,—free as air, and full of happi 
ness. You find plenty to eat, you have your 
own pleasant home upon a lofty tree, out of the 
reach of any danger. You go where you please 
with your swift wings. Oh, if I only had wings, 
how easily could I escape from all my trou­
bles.”
As he said this his long probocis which was 
lying over his leg as he was reclining upon the 
stable floor, began to straighten out and stiffen, 
turning into a huge bill; feathers began to 
come out all over him, and his immense body 
dwindled down to the size of an ox, then to 
that of a sheep, and finally he became smaller 
than a dove. Beautiful wings covered his sides. 
He hopped along upon the floor, and finding 
that he was really a bird, he leaped up and 
flew out of the window,—away from the ugly
stable forever.
He spent a pleasant night among the trees, 
and early the next morning was singing blithely 
upon a branch. A man came into the field with 
something in his hand. Rollo looked at him hap­
py to think that no man could catch him or 
hurt him, now that he had such a pair of wings. 
In a minute the man held up the thing he had 
in his hands and pointed at him. Rollo had just 
time to see that it was a gun, and to stretch his 
wings in terrible fear, when,flash, bang, went 
the gun, and down went the poor bird to the 
ground, with his wing and leg torn away, and 
a dozen leaden shot lodged in his red breast, 
—for he was a robin. The terror and pain wak­
ed him up, and he found himself sitting in his 
arbor, with his book on the ground, where it 
had fallen from his hand. He got up and went 
to the house, thinking that a discontented mind 
would find trouble enough in any situation, and 
that a boy with kind parents, a pleasant home, 
and plenty of food and clothing, ought not to 
complain of his lot, even if he was called upon 
sometimes to help his mother.
ty. And when the time arrived, just as the sun 
had gone down, and the full moon was begin­
ning to pour her gentle rays through the tops 
of the tall pines, the herald of salvation was seen 
entering the lumber woods, with a host of his 
praying people in the rear. It was a blessed 
sight for they were going to make the wilder­
ness glad. J. S. had both rooms in his shanty 
well furnished with seats of rude materials, the 
best the forest could afford; and it was soon 
crowded to overflowing. And while Christians 
lifted up their hearts to Godin silent supplica­
tion, the arnbassadorof the Lord Jesus proclaim­
ed the truth with power! A deep and solemn 
impression was made on the minds of all.
But Mr. T. not satisfied that he had yet done 
all that he could for the salvation of these men, 
left with J. S. a bundle of religious tracts to 
preach after he had gone. And the first one on 
which this wicked man set his eye was, “Hea­
ven Lost.”—“Heaven Lost,” said he, as he 
looked at it. “Heaven Lost!" But who is go­
ing to lose heaven! If this tract tells, I will read 
it and find out.”
So he began to read, and soon felt awfully 
solemn, and at the close, made the firm resolu­
tion that he would cease using profane language 
—But when his pernicious habit was conquered 
other sins rose before him in mountain height, 
(for the Holy Spirit was convincing him of sin,) 
until the burden was greater than he could bear 
—And now, feeling himself to be a poor, lost, 
wretched, hell-deserving sinner, he prostrated 
himself at the foot of the cross and cried for 
mercy. And no sooner did he cry than mercy 
was granted, and his soul was filled with peace 
and joy, while contemplating upon the wonder­
ful grace of God, that had so long kept him out 
of hell, and now brought him to see his sins 
anil tile way of salvation through Jesus CllllSt.
He became a decided Christian, united with 
the church of Christ in E. and for several years 
has well sustained the office of ruling elder in 
that church, pays fifty dollars annually towards 
the support of his minister : gives liberally to 
the benevolent objects of the day, and is exert­
ing a healthful Christian influence all around 
him. And he now says, as it regards human 
means, his peace and prosperity and usefulness 
in this life, and hope of eternal life hereafter, 
all turned on two points; The pledge he entered 
into with his father that he would forever ab­
stain from the use of ardent spirits; and the lit­
tle bundle of tracts, that the ambassador of 
Christ gave him in the lumber woods.
THE TEMPERANCE STAGE.
A gentleman called a few days since at our 
office, and related the following incident;—
In going from Newburyport to Portsmouth, a 
well dressed man entered the stage at the for­
mer place, having well refreshed himself at the 
bar. He soon became very noisy and foolish, 
and attracted the notice of the driver, who him­
self was an owner in the establishment. Com­
ing in about an hour to a tavern, the driver stop­
ped, and asked the gentleman it he had any 
baggage.
“Yes sir,” said he.
“Please to point it out.”
He did so ; and the driver took it off and 
placed it on the door-step.
“ Now,” said he, “ please to get out.”
“Why,” said the well-primed gentleman, “ I 
don’t wish to stop here.”
“ Cannot help it,” said the driver, “ I drink 
no spirit, and my horses drink none; and I can­
not carry you. Stay here till you get sober. I 
shall be along again to-morrow.”
The gentleman was left, much to our relief.
We hail such incidents with joy; for if there 
is any thing which destroys the comfort of tra­
velling; it is being cooped up the live-long day 
in a close stage, with a filthy drunkard.—Lo­
well Pledge.
Maxims on Health, Business, Law, Policy and 
]\jind._ Collected by Joel Giles, Boston, Perkins and Mar­
vin.
This is a very neat and pretty little volume. Besides the 
maxims, it contains Christ’s Sermon on the mount. Sup­
pose we copy a few maxims, with comments by way of ap­
plication :
“He that would have a clear head, must have a clear sto- 
mach.”
Therefore vote for no glutton or wine-bibber to manage 
state affairs. Do not urge or tempt, a man or a party, 
whose company you would enjoy and profit by, to eat or 
drink beyond the demands of mere refreshment. . „
« Tis no shame for a man to labour in his vocation.
But a burning shame not to have an honest vocation.
“Finish every thing as you go along.”
That is, when you purchase and use a thing, pay for it in 
due season.
‘Never hesitate to demand what is your own.”
Or to let a man-have his own when he demands it. You 
have no right to keep it, against his wish, for your own con­
venience.
“A trade is an estate for life.”
But be sure that you have the trade. Many a man is 
ruined by trusting to a confused notion of halt a trade in­
stead of the complete mastery of a whole one. Therefore 
when you send away your son to be an apprentice, put him 
under thecare of a thorough workman.
“What will it profit a man to gain the whole world and 
lose his own soul?”
What!
“No man is above the law.”
That is, in theory. Remember the history of mobs and 
of the Post Office for the last year for the practice.
“Happy is the man who owes nothing.”
Try it.
“They who know the least, are most given to cen­
sure.”
How happens it, then, that “this enlightened age” is also 
appropriately denominated “this censorious age.”
“A mob is a monster of many heads and no brains.”
And if there should be a filled head among them, it is a 
chance but it will be emptied in the affray; for mobs are 
great levellers.
“All persons are incapable in law, who have not intelli­
gent volition.”
To save the trouble of examining particular cases, then, 
why not enact that all who have been engaged in mobs shall 
be held incapable in law;—for certainly no brainless man 
has “intelligent volition.”
“A contract against law, morality, or public policy, can­
not be enforced.”
Suppose I contract to furnish Tom Tippler his drams for 
a year at three cents a glass. It is according to law, but 
against morality and public policy. Must not the law yield 
to the force of its own maxim? Are not such Jaws uncon­
stitutional and void, because suicidal to the enacting pow­
er?
‘Newspapers are a bridle, wherewith demagogues ride 
the long-eared people.”
And freemen’s meetings are schools in which people that 
are not long-eared teach said demagogues to trudge through 
life, about their own business, on foot.— Vermont Chroni­
cle.
Tobacco and Spitting.—The following is an extract 
from the Rev. Dr. Reed’s book of travels in the United 
States. The Rev. author thus speaks of a temperance meet­
ing.
“All was sombre and silent; except that spitting was en­
gaging the interval, and was so continuous as to he like 
rain pattering from the roof, and so universal as to make 
you feel that you must get wet. I had a man sitting next 
to me, who kept me constantly on the look out; but while 
he often made me jump, he did me no harm. These men 
have surprising cleverness in spitting their tobacco juice; 
and like good drivers, they seem to have a pride in show­
ing how near they can run to an object without touching 
it.”
The compliment to the aim and dexterity of the ‘sharp 
spitters’ of our country, is we have reason to think, wel| 
deserved. We can hear testimony to that happy art of 
‘running near without touching,’ which American tobacco 
chewers possess. We have recently treated cuir sanctum 
to a new carpet, and in order to save its colors, we ordered 
a spittoon to be placed in the room. Our tobacco loving 
visiters no sooner saw the article, than forthwith they felt 
the inspiration: the object at once suggested their duties, 
and incontinently every mother’s son took aim at the spit­
toon, which was located in the centre of one of the great 
and gorgeous figures of our Brussels floor cover, and so near 
perfection were they all, that in aiming at the spit box, like 
the ‘good driver,’ every one ‘came near the object without 
touching it,’ and our carpet has got as many colors as the 
Sunday coat of our namesake in the Bible.— United. States 
Gazette.
In
__ P lln> and though
.. , off some of them with his tail,
i>d '‘r!’'st a”( vv°rst ot them always seem­ed to get upon places he couid not / . *
u.ght when he « eon,i„g h some'boy, 
set a dog upon him, and worried him till hJ 5 
weary ot his life. “Ah,” said he, <<it is „
rible thin- “ *----- ’ 18 a
lead.”
Just then the dog became tired of barking at 
him, and trotted away. “Oh,” said Rollo, “ if 
I was only a dog. A dog can defend himself. 
Then a dog has plenty to eat and nothing to do.
From the New York Evangelist. 
FACTS-FROM A PASTOR’S SKETCH BOOK.
“J.S.” said Judge W. to his eldest son, a 
young man of about 25 years, “let us agree 
together that we will never more taste a drop 
was of ardent spirit.” “ I will agree to it,” said he 
promptly, and a mutual pledge was given on 
the spot. Now the son, by following the exam­
ple of his father in the constant use of ardent 
spirits, had well nigh become a drunkard thus 
early in hfe. And t]ie father t00j- tjle a]arill 
n etermined to deny himself in order to save 
is son. And his plan succeeded perfectly, for
MECHANICS AT CONSTANTINOPLE.
The correspondent of a London paper at 
Constantinople, speaking of the death of one of 
the English workmen in the employ of the Turk­
ish government, by the plague, says: The sur­
viving men, one and all, declare they will stay 
here no longer, and, if they go, 1 fancy the 
Turks will be glad to get rid of them, as most 
of them are frequently too-fond of their liquor, 
and frequently become unmanageable. The 
fact is, wine can be had at two pence a bottle, 
whilst spirits are proportionably cheap, and, as 
few of them possess the virtue of abstinence, 
they are apt to indulge too freely in the use of 
these beverages. What is worse, intemperance 
in this country produces, in Englishmen at least 
absolute mental derangement. Scott was both 
drunk and mad a few hours before his death ! 
Workmen who come out here should be faithful 
members of a Temperance Society. They 
would then succeed, and their pay is so hand­
some that, with ordinary economy, each might 
save one hundred pounds a year, whereas as it 
is, several of them are in debt. The American 
ship-builders, who are water drinkers, succeed 
ad mi rably.—Episcopal Recorder.
BRANDY.
‘Doctor, said a gentleman to his family phy­
sician, ‘ I have been in the habit of taking bran­
dy at my dinner for a number of years; but I 
lately for the sake of my neighbors, and by way 
of example, have quit it altogether, suddenly, 
and I am afraid it will injure my health? What 
do you think of it?
‘ Sir, said the doctor, ‘I never saw you look 
better than you do now?
1 am not sick exactly: but I feci an uneasi- 
mess in my stomach, something like the dyspep-
‘Then I would advise you to take an emetic.’ 
said the physician.
Climate for Silk.—The silk worm will flourish wher­
ever the mulberry finds a congenial climate. The first in- 
quiry to he made, therefore, in regard to engaging in the 
silk business, is, whether the climate suits the mulberry.
The white or Italian mulberry, one of the best varieties 
and more used than any other, has been tried, andhassuc- 
ceeded well, in several towns in Vermont. We shall be 
obliged to gentlemen who have made experiments, for the 
particulars.
The following facts relating to the Chinese mulberry, 
which is indisputably the best variety known any where, 
are stated by Mr. Kenrick and are at least sufficient to en­
courage experiments in all parts of Vermont: —
“At New York on Long Island, this .mulberry had en­
dured unprotected the rigors of seven winters, .and the very 
extraordinary winter of 1831-2, which destroyed so many 
trees hitherto deemed hardy even to the root.
I distinguish between trees growing in a state of nature, 
and those growing in a state of artificial ci.lture. Beneath 
the shades ol the forests, or of herbage, «j!iid in & state of 
nature, the growth of the young tree is indeed slow, but 
the young plant finishes its growth for the first year, and 
attains to a ligneous consistence, and the wood becomes 
hardy and mature, in due season. Even some of the h»r. 
diest trees of the woods, of a forced growth, require, in our 
climate protection during the first winter, in a state of 
cultivation, so opposed to nature:—they find not, ina highly 
cultivated and naked soil, that essentially necessary protec­
tion of moss or grass, or leaves, which they always find in 
their own native forests. The danger to young trees dur­
ing the first winter being four-fold from these two causes 
combined. Such also art the young seeding plants, the 
forced trees, of but a single summers growth, of the Cherry 
Plum, Pear, the Quince and White Mulberry, all of which 
require to be taken up in autumn, and laid slanting in 
earth, their bodies in part being protected by soil. For all 
these species are liable to be killed occasionally to the root 
by the first winter, or to be utterly destroyed by being 
thrown out by frost,- yet in the second winter it is far oth­
er wise; their roots becoming strong, and firmly established 
the well ripened wood of the second year, and the wood of 
two year’s growth, becomes indestructible by any but ex­
traordinary winters. The same precautionary measure 
should in northern climates, be taken with the young plants 
of this mulberry so valuable—the layers of but a single 
summer’s growth, which are separated, in autumn.
It is an important and established fact that death by 
winter to the tops of trees is caused by the alternate freez­
ing and thawing of the earth at the surface—that death 
commences at the surface, and the top dies as a consequence, 
which nature’s slight covering at the roots will prevent.
The vegetation of the Morus multicaulis, particularly 
in a rich and humid soil and protected situation, is ex­
tremely rapid and luxuriant and prolonged to a late period 
in autumn, or till the tender and yet vegetating tips of the 
twigs are checked by frost.
Since the introduction of Morus multicaulis to New 
England in 1831—this tree had to contend in its very in­
fancy, with two winters, such as were never before record­
ed in the memory of man, or the annals of our country. 
Winters doubly severe; and with tremendous power to 
kill. On the Northern declivity of Nonantum Hill, and 
in the bleakest position, I left exposed last autumn, the 
young trees of the Morus multicaulis; the tops with no pro­
tection; nature’s covering of herbage, their only defence 
at the roots; thus situated, they have borne the winter well.
{Nttt Grower's Guide, p p. 31—4.
Cultivation of Corn—We take time by the forelock, 
tosuggest to our subscribers and other readers, the proprie­
ty of saving all their ashes through the present fall, ensuing 
winter and spring, with the view of manuring their corn 
in the hill the next season. The effect of a half pint or a 
pint of ashes upon a hill of corn, must be seen, lo receive 
credence; but we feel certain that we hazard nothing in 
saying, the yield ot an acre thus stimulated to vegetable 
luxuriance, will yield thirty-three and a third per cent 
more than one which is not, though both may be in equal 
tilth at tlie outset. We ilo not pretend to comprehend the 
modus operandi, or specific action of ashes in promoting 
vegetable growth, whether it be by meliorating the super- 
cumbent material, and converting it into a papulous sub­
stance peculiarly adapted to the purposes of vegetable food, 
or whether it acts more directly, and merely as a stimulant; 
but of its effect, from long and close observation, we are 
enabled to speak with certainty. It is, beyond all com^M- 
ison, the most efficient manure for present purposes, that 
can be used in the cultivation of any crop. And we would 
venture this opinion—that corn manured with unleached 
ashes in the bill, would be less annoyed by the cut worm, 
than that to which other manure had been applied. We 
recur to this subject thus early, because we desire that some 
of our public spirited and intelligent farmers, should pre­
pare themselves to make such experiments as will silence all 
caviling upon the subject.—Fortner and Gardener.
An Itinerant Horse.—Bishop M’Kendtee’s celebrat­
ed horse, called “Old Gray,” as we learn from an esteemed 
correspondent, died on the 3d of August, in his 33d year. 
I he Bishop obtained him when he was eight years of age, 
and, during the six following years, rode him thirty thou­
sand miles, and after this he made extensive journeys. Such 
was the good Bishop’s regard for this faithful relic of his 
travelling days, that he remembered him in his will, left 
him twelve acres of land for his exclusive grazing while he 
lived, and expressed his wish that his carcass should be bu­
ried after death__ IF. Methodist.
N. B—“A righteous man regardeth the life of his
beast; but the tender mercies of the wicked are cruel.”__
Prov. x. 12.
Miniature Steam Engine__ Probably the smallest spe­
cimen of working machinery in the world is in the posses­
sion of Mr. Toplis, of the Museum of National Manufac­
tures in Leicester square. It is a working model of a high 
pressure steam-engine, made of silver, which is perfect in 
all its parts; does not weigh above 250 grains, and will 
stand on a shilling. The whole, including the boiler, may 
be covered with a thimble, and sufficient steam can be gen­
erated to keep it in motion for more than five minutes.— 
Presbyterian.
Sr.wiva by Machinery.—The Rochester Daily Demo­
crat says that, a mechanic of that city has invented a ma­
chine for making clothes which will ‘horeafter take the place 
Of fingers and thimbles.’ If such be the case we hope that 
the machine will find its way to the bottom of Lake O„. 
tario, and its inventor be handed over to .the disposal of a 
Jury of Females, each of whom has a family of destitute 
children depending on her ‘fingers and thimble’ for sup­
port.—AltMny Journal,
Comparative Mortality of the Sexes in Philadel­
phia.—The American Journal for November contains some 
very curious and interesting observations on this subject, 
based on tabular statementsTrom the public record of deaths. 
It appears that of the children born in Philadelphia dur­
ing the ten years included between 1821 and 1830, amoun­
ting according to the returns made to the Board of health, 
to 64,642, there were 2,496 more males than females. But 
notwithstanding the males at birth thus exceed the females 
about 7 1-2 per cent, a reference to the census of 1830, 
shows that by the fifth year of childhood the male excess 
is reduced to about 5 per cent., and at ten years to only 1 
per cent; and that the reduction still going on, the females 
betwceiPtlie ages of ten and fifteen exceed the males about 
8 percent., and between fifteen and twenty, 7.3 per cent.
Sos. Med. Jour.
Re-vaccination in the army of the Wurtemburgian 
States in 1833.—Professor Heim states in the Wurtcmb. 
Mediz. Correspond!., Nos. 10 and 11, that 1683 individuals 
were re-vaccinated with the following results:—34 in each 
100 with success; 22 with modified results; 44 without 
any result. The patients were from twenty to thirty years 
of age. Of 577 who were re-vaccinated with perfectly 
successful results, 293 showed good cicatrices, 116 imper­
fect, and 168 presented no cicatrices at all. Of 366 re­
vaccinated with imperfect results, 193 had good marks, 134 
imperfect traces, and 39 no cicatrix at all. Finally, of 740 
persons re-vaccinated without any result, 382 showed good 
222 imperfect, and 136 no cicatrices__ Med. Jour. ’
Green old Age—Mr. Eliphalct Hatch, of Southamp­
ton, is 91 years of age, and his wife a few months older— 
They have lived together almost 70 years. (I cannot give 
the exact period.) He is a blacksmith, and has labored at 
that trade 75 years. He labored some at that and other 
business the last summer. This winter he gets into his 
sleigh and drives 4or 5 miles without difficulty. He stands 
erect, and walks uprightly, arid always has, in the best sense 
of the “word. He read through the Bible three times du­
ring the year of 1835. He gave up the use ol ardent snir 
its some years since, without experiencing an$ inconveni 
ence from total abstinence—Christian Watchman.
There is a curious document in existence, drawn up by 
the ate Lord Ashburton. It ls an abstract of a gen“alo< 
gical tree of the descendants of the ill-fated Mary Queen 
of Scots, from which it appears that at that period every 
ciowned head in Europe was included in the number ex­
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